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Hamilton
.lerome oblected. saying that
to allow Hamilton to .testify would
reopen the whole cuse.He was sustained by Fitzgerald and the defense
nrifl t H o Htn.tn rented.
Fitzgerald ordered the Jury locked
up from now on. Jerome suggested
that this would be something of a
hnrduhirw nn the lurors. who had no
notice of It, and Fitzgerald agreed to
let .the jurors (to until z o ciock inns
afternoon. In order to arrange their
affairs.
Delma- - will begin his summing up
address nt 2 o'clock. He said he
might conclude his speech tonight.
He said the testimony had been so
Ycilumlnious and there had been so
jnany Interruptions, he would take
I wo or three
hours In refreshing the
memory of the jurors on the testi
mony.
If Iwimas shall be unable to con
elude this afternoon, Jerome will not
begin his address until Wednesday
morning, as he desires a whole day
for his speech. Fitzgerald Is expect
ed to charge the Jury the same day
thai Jerome closes.
Irfinirrat In New York History.
Verdict in the Thuw case may be
Delmas
reached Wednesday night.
begins his address this afternoon, and
if he can conclude today Jerome will
talk tomorrow. This Is the beginning of the twelfth week of trial
making It tha longest in the history
of New York criminal courts.
Ilimir .lurv Anticipated.
With the trial finished save for the
summing uo .the belief that the jury
in the Thaw case will disagree, l
growing among those who have fol
lowed the case from the beginning.
The trial has been the longest am:
the most costly ever held In New
York, and Fitzgerald will not allow
the jury to be discharged until It Is
certain that there is no ennnce o
airreeing.
would mean that
Disagreement
Thaw will be obliged lo remain in the
Tombs until his regular turn comes
again, probably until late in the Tall
Dctiiias llceins Argument.
Delmas began his argument in the
Thaw case this afternoon by quoting
from the statement by Jerome, when
be said: "We have no right to be try
lug this man If the real facts were
Known. " He said he would ask for
an acquittal on the written law of
the state of New York. He "then gave
a resume of Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
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Delmas Grow DliMiuenl.
Deluius declared that White com
mitted a felony In his assault upon
Kvelyn Nesbit. Delmas declared that
the large sums paid by white to Mrs.
Nesbit proved that he knew he had
He denounced
ruined the daughter.
Mrs. Nesbit as an unnatural mother,
who had given the district attorney a
statement with which to torture the
wounded soul of her daughter. He
paid a tribute to Jerome, calling him
a master mind, but added that even
though gifted beyond the average
mind he could not shake the testimony of Evelyn. When he touched
on Thaw's love for Evelyn one of
tin- Jurors was seen to wipe his eyes
holding ki.f.ctiox to if.TKIIMINK SFXATOUIAL CIIOICF..

Madison. Wis.. April 8. While
there Is now u lull In the senatorial
contest. Assemblyman Koethe, of the
second district, is holding a private
unofficial election, in which he proposes to have voters express their
sentiment on the senatorial question
in Grant county. He has had sample
to
ballots printed, with instructions
voters which he will send to every
polling place In the district, and which
will be regularly canvassed by the officials.
The plan Is uniciue. the fact
that Koethe Is the only member of
assembly that owns a printing office
the
who is desirous of ascertaining
sentiment of the people, the expense
i.f the ballots and blanks being this,
.ind also the distribution.
The plan
is entirely practical, as any voter will
lie given an opportunity of expressing his views as lo candidates, and
Assemblyman Koethe pleadges him
self to be guided by the majority sentiment of his district. The ballot will
lie deposited in a separate box
and
canvassed by the regular election officers.

F.I.KCTS COMPI.KTF
hh.T OF CITY OFFICIALS.
Pomona, Cal.. April 8. Pomona to.

POMOXA

day elects an entire set of city officials and for several days the poll-licpot has been boiling at white
heat. Citizens fear that the town will
lie made a wide open town through
measures which will compel the elec-iKi- n
of trustees from certain wards,
which It Is declared, can elect at this
lime men who will favor a wide open
trwn as far as liquor Is concerned.
The strong temperance sentiment Is
up in arms against this, and is righting it tooth and nail.
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AXDIIFAVS VISITS
AT W IUTK 1IOISF.
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to The Evening Citizen.
special
Washington, April H. Speak- er Cur. lion and Delegate Andrews
were at the 'White House today.
Heads of departments that will
have efliri'H in the Albuquerque
federal building have approved
the preliminary drawings. Final
drawings are now being made
preparatory to publishing adver- tisern nts.
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Ambassador Creel and Minister Co-rof Nicaragua had a brief conference today with Assistant Secretary
of State Bacon, at the state department, concerning the Central Ameri
can situation.
Fuller and I a lor Advices.
today
8. Advices
Mobile. April
of the
from Commander Fullam,
gunboat.
via
Marietta
United States
the steamer Columbia. Just arrived
says the Celba was taken April 3rd
by the Nlcaraguans without firing a
then
shot. The Niearaguan forces
left for Puerto Cortez.
Cable advices received here say
that Puerto Cortez Is now In the
hands of the Nlcaraguans and it Is
there
believed that the Hondurans
surrendered.
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Told I lor Child Was
It developed In the trial of the
case that Mrs. Kleakley had been Informed by the nurse that her child
was born dead. Later, however, Mr.
and Mrs. Karkley sent an attorney
to Mrs. Kleakley and persuaded her
to sign a deed of adoption to Mrs.
Karkley. not admitting the child was
hers, but merely that the adoption
papers were a means by which Mr.
and Mrs. Karkley were to be aided in
rescuing from the hands of the nurse
a child of unknown parentage.
Afterward Mr. Kleakley became
satisfied that the child In question was
her own daughter and she sought to
reclaim It and revoke all part which
she had taken In surrendering custody to the Karkleys.
The case was
tried in the Illinois court and that
court decided that Mrs. Kleakley was
She took the
entitled to the child.
child from Illinois to Lawrence, Kan.,
Karkleys
where the
made another effort to regain possession through the
district court of Douglas county.
Found for Mrs. Kleakley.
Judge C. A. Smart gave Judgment
for the Karkleys, but Mrs. Kleakley
kidnaped the child and escaped to Illinois and placed herself under the
jurisdiction of the court which had
decided In her favor.
Later on sh"
endeavored to purge herself of contempt in the Douglas county district court by seeking to appeal it
the supreme
Judge
court
from
Judge Smart reSmart's decision.
fused to entertain any motion made
by Mrs. Kleakley' attorneys, and she
Instituted
mandamus
proceedings
against Judge Smart to compel him
up
to take
her cause.
The supreme court decided in favor
of Mrs. Kleakley, and in this way tinissues were brought before the supreme court with the result In Mr.
Rleaklcy's favor.
Kugenu F War'

WHITE GENERAL

attirrirv

for Mr.

ftleakli-y-
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OFFICE UNION PACIFIC INTENDS

LAND

OBJECTS TO CUBA

AT

AS A STATE
This Embraces Both Office Double Track Across Whole
and Field Forces Under
State Will be Completed
During This Year
Land Commissioner.
AT COST
FIELD DIVISIONS HAVE
ENL
BEEN OFTEN
ARGED
Washington, April - Ky direction
of the president and ln' . ere tary of
the interior the commissioner of the
general land office has taken the
work of reorganising the! field and office force under his control.
In order to secure greater efficiency in the
field work of the special agents the
comlssloner has found It advisable to
the public land territories,
changing the lines so that for the
most part the field divisions have been
enlarged, giving greater territory to
the general chiefs. The special agents
will be detailed to the several chiefs
ot the several divisions in the Held,
each ehlef being held responsible for
the efficient performance of all work
in his division.
The chief wilt also
be required to call for reports respecting the conduct of local land
and the offices of the surveyors-g- i
ncral In their respective divisions.
It la the purpose of the commissioner
to so detull and concentrate the force
as to keep the department advised of
the prlniclpal Innd frauds ami illegal
efforts to acquire title to the public
lands and secure evidence to convict
such as are guilty of such offences.
The principal
frauds affecting the
public domain Involved the arid timber and coal belts, and great vigilance Is necessary to keep these lands
from being wrongfully appropriated.
The policy adopted by the department
does not mean, however, that the
agricultural regions will be omitted
from survellance by the agency force,
but it desired to relieve the honest
ttler in these regions from the aggravation resulting In general suspensions and field Investigations, which
cannot now be made without a larger
force of special examiners.
8.--

OF It A
KM PLOY Fits' LIABILITY.
Washington. D. C. April R. The
supreme court of the I'nlted States Is
hearing today the motion made by
Attorney General Ilonaparte permitting the government to Intervene In
the case of Damselle Howard against
the Illinois Central Kallroad company.
The case involves the constitutionality
liability
of the railroad employers'
act. It was tried by the United States
circuit court for the western district
of Tennessee, which held the first section of the act, abolishing the fellow servant rule, to be unconstitutional.
COXSTITi'TIOXAUTY
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Worse Than Philippine Probn.MlOV 1)F. CONSTANT UlTST
OF 1'KKSIHKNT KOOSEVF.LT
lem as Population Is of
Washington, D. C. April 8. Sena
tor Karon de Constant, who is likely
Negro Extraction
to become one of France s repre
sentatives at the Hague conference
arrived from Cherburg on the steam
ship la Savole, and will deliver a
speech at the dedication of the Car AND WHOLLY INCAPABLE
negle Institute, Pittsburg. He Is stop
OF SELF GOVERNMENT
ping at the white house as the guest
of President Roosevelt.
New York. April K.
Andrew D. White, who returned
yesterday from a visit to Cuba, said:
BLEAKLEY
GETS
.
"I regard the Cuban question ns
more serious than our Phillplne problem. Cuba is a great negro state, Incapable of selfgovernment and everything I saw while there strengthens
my conviction that Cuba as a state
would be a curse to us simply a
rotten borough with a few wealthy
BABY
men in the midst of a negro populao govern themseltion incompetent
ves, to say nothing nf aiding in the
government of the I'nlted States."

Topeka, Kan., April N. Mrs. Char
lotte E. Kleakley is decided by the
Kansas supreme court to be entitled
to the possession of the child she as
serled to be her daughter In the "In
Douglas
cubator baby case" from
county. This Is a reversal of the de
cision of the Douglas county district
court. The supreme court holds that
the decision of the Illinois court, that
Mrs. Kleakley is the mother of the
child, must be given the same faith
and credit In this state to which It
is entitled In the state where It is
rendered.
The history of this "Incubator baby
case" Is quite well known m Kansas.
James G. Karkley and Stella Karkley,
his wife, were In charge of an exhibit at the St. Louis exposition. They
saw while there a child at the baby
incubator concession. They learned
that It had been placed in charge of
the incubator people in April, 1900,
under the name of Edith Krown by
a nurse In St. Louis. They were Informed by this nurse that Charlotte
E. Kleakley, who lived In Lawrence,
Kas., was the mother of the child
and that It was born February 15,

THE WHOLE

Washington, April 8. That the
Isle of Pines Is not American terri
tory was olllclally and judicially de
dared today by the United States su
preme court.
The decision was rer.
dered In the famous case of Edward
vs.
Nevada N. Stranahan,
J. Pearcy
collector of the port of New York,
and the opinion of hen court was an
nounced by Chief Justice Fuller, whi
said that up to the Paris treaty, th
Isle of Pines had been considered a
an integral part of Cuba and that It
could not be held to be covered by
article 2 of the treaty, which Included
only the islands In the vicinity of
Porto Rico.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
The New
Santa Fe, April
or- Mexico Hoard of Health
ganlzed here today as follows:
president;
Dr. Hart of Raton,
Dr. John F. Pearce, of Albu- uerUe, vice president; Dr. J.
Fe, secre- A. Massle. of Santa
tary; Dr. V. D. liadcliffe, Helen,
treasurer. The other members
of the board are Drs. Woepp,
Carlsbad.
Smith. Las Vegas,
and Westlake. of Silver City.
The board will continue In ies- slon for several days.
.
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SIIIXXFCOCK HILLS IX VITA- TIOX TOl'ICXA Ml) XT OPF.XS.
New York, April . The Shlnne-coc- k
Hills Invitation golf tournament
by permission
of t lie Metropolitan
Golf association commences its golf
tournament today, to continue on the
Kth and Hull.
The course of this
club is ideal, and the tournament will
attract much attention. Competition
for the president's ci.p In this club
has not been held sln e 1896.
WORKING !Olt Till:
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Pittsburg, Pa., April
The hand-hombronze symbolic figures which
adorn the front of the new Carnegie
institute, which have taken a long
while to be placed in position, are
just finished, a few days before Founder's day. There are sixteen figures
in all, and they are said to be among
the handsomest and heaviest on any
building in the entire country. There
ire four main figures, and the rest
are secondary. The main statues are
symbolical of art, music, literature
and science. Each one is erect,
standing sixteen feet In height, and
weighing from five to six tons. At
the base of each of the large figures
are smaller statues of a master In
each line. Kaeh is portrayed In the
music statue, Shakespeare in literature Ualltes in science, and Michael
Angelo In art. The statues were designed by J. Massey Khlnd, the famous sculptor, ami the models were
made In his New York studio. The
castings were made in Naples, Italy.
There is sild to be more bronze In the
figures on the new institute than on
any other building in the country.
Tile Carnegie Institute hss about ex-- I
liausted the supyly of the celebrated
I'emtelic marble from Athens, as in
rcilacii;g a marble pillar of this
precious material, which had a slight
defect, it look a twelvemonth to pro- s;it isrjctoi y piece o the ni ir- cui
II- AT I AKNF.IUK
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TOBACCO DISTRUTS.
Hopklnsvllle, Ky.. April 8. The resumption of wholesale plant destruction through the dark tobacco district
of Kentucky and Tennessee by night

riders has ugain thrown that section
Into a state of excitement. The night
riders, acting always under cover of
darkness and In a most stealthy manner, have recently ruined dozens of
plant-bed- s
belonging to those farmers who have refused to Join the
association, while
Protective
Planters'
belongin some Instances plant-bed- s
ing to association members have ulso
been devastated. Last year the dewas accomstruction of plant-bed- s
plished by scrapping the beds with
hoes, but this time the marauders
used grass seed salt to accomplish
their end.
Grass seed germinate
much more quickly and grow faster
and more importantly and luxuriantly
than tobacco plants, and soon choke
out the plants, thus destroying the
prospects for a crop. Salt kills ihe
plants In short order. In Tennessee
a bill was recently Introduced before
the legislature which makes It a felony to destroy tobacco plant beds or
otherwise Interfere with a farmers
growing crops. I.'p to this lime the
worst that could lie made out of a
prosecution for such acts Is a misdemeanor, and the bill was Introduced
to give protection
to farmers who
were being mistreated.
In Kentucky
It Is also a misdemeanor.
i:itn: uaiiavay .xon:s ukxi:vi:i and will m; paid.

New York. April 8. Rumors In
Wall street effecting the credit of the

Erie railway have been pronounced
not only wrong, but also absurd.
better 4 They
ex
known us Vaudev.lle Danny, 4 pressedundoubtedly arose from Hiemanof the
ami his understudy, H. H. Hen- - 4 agement determination
to hold up the expenditures
lng. Kiack Face
Artist. well
upon for vast improvements,
known In his favorite role of 4 decided
Provision
Friday the Mudslinger, left the 4 amounting to tll'.Ooo.Ooo.
of all
city yesterday for Santa Fe to 4 has been made for the payment
amounting
notes
the
fall,
issued
last
look after that two years' en- 4 t i $5,000,000. An
easier money margagement with the bureau of Im- - 4
ket was expected this spring, but notmigration and to secure addi- - 4 withstanding
the
hard rates, the notes
tlon mud for some stunts which
It is understood tliey propose 4 will be taken care of satisfactorily.
working up for the coming sea- - 4 Three millions of these notes were
son.
While In S.11 ta Fe, they 4 renewed today. One million more
will give a benefit performance 4 will fall due on the 1st of June, and
of July.
chiefly for the hero fit of that 4 another million on Ihe 1stpussed,
us
The dividend will not be
well known and popular demo- has been reported.
The money for
cratlc organ. The Horning War
payment
is in bunk.
Cry of this city, which has had 4 Its
some hard luck
The 4
Ktccl
Rails to Ik- - DeinanUcU.
Kcttcr
acticket sale for the benefit,
cording to reports received here,
New York, April 8. While queshas been very good and quite
tions connected with car storage and
a large audience is expected to 4 methods designed to prevent a return out. Hoth are clever com- 4 currence of the deplorable conditions
edlans, particularly in their po- - 4 tievalling during the year, will take
stunts, traves- up considerable time at the meeting
liticus acriiliaiii-of 4 of the American Railway association
ties upon the assassination
Julius Caesar iii'-- oiher charact- 4 In Chicago on April 24, Il is quite
ers In one act. Their acrobatic 4 certain that steel rails and their
turns are wonderful, and hold
manufacture will demand much attheir audiences spell bound. It
tention, in consideration of the ex-- ,
will be given 4 peiienee railroads have been having
Is hoped th.it
by
a cordial reception
their 4 in various parts of the country, esSanta Fe audiences and that the 4 pecially during
the past winter.
gate receipts will be large as
Krokeu rails, cracked rails, rails with
the Journal needs the money 4 bidden flaws that do not become
and the common geezer oiu;tit 4 known until they have caused an acto continue to put up for it wflh- - 4 cident, are altogether too numerous
out kicking. ii"lp them along
to be productive of peace and com-fo4
to the mind of operative officers.
D.

A.
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HAVE

BEEN

FOUND

New York, April 8. A fire early
today destroyed the combined car
barn and power plant of the New
York City railway.
The loss Is estimated at $1,600,000. More than 300
cars were burned and the whole plant
except the electrical department was
destroyed!
One fireman, Capt.
J.
Ryan, was killed under a falling wall,
and half a dozen others were more or
less seriously injured.
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1AST SIXCK APRIL FIIIST.
Washington, April 8. The naval
collier Caesar, which Is searching for
the missing coal barge manned by
ten men, which was torn away from
the tow line In the gale off St. Augustine. Flo., April 1, has been uusec-cessf- ul
In its search, but has started
Th- from Charleston to renew It.
cruiser St. Louis is also searching for
thu missing barge.
Found at Last.
The navy department received a
telegram from the commander of th
collier Caesar, dated Fernando, Fla.,
stating thut nav.al barge No. 1, which
had been lost at sea since April 1.
was picked up and Is being towed
Into Maypnrt, at the mouth of St.
John's river, Florida.

AGAINST HUNT SISTAIXKH.
Washington, April 8. In an opinion by Justice McKenna, the supremo
court of the United States today affirmed the decision of the United
States circuit court in the case of
Clarence P. Hunt, cotton broker of
Memphis. Tenn., vs. the Nye Cotton
ecxhange.
The BUit was brought in the circuit court by the exchange to secure
an Injunction against Hunt prohibiting him from receiving or using its
quotations, contrary to the regulations of the exchange, and the Injunction was granted by that court
ai U.TTI.KSHI1 TUAFALOMt IS
JJ.VMAGKU 0 lilt; JtOCIiS.
prayed.
Devonport, England. April S. The
II
RAILKOAlk TO MATTF.ll-- .
battleship Trafalgar went ashore on
1IOUN FIIOM ZF.HMATT, ihe rocks off Devil's Point today. As
Geneva, April 8. A daring scheme the tide fell the Trafalffsr remained
is attracting much attention here. fast on the "rocks In an extremely
Two engineers well known for their dangerous position.
It Is believed
work in designing mountain railroads, that her stern has been badly damhave applied to the federal council aged. Six tugs succeeded In refloatto grant them a franchise to con- ing the Trafalgar an hour after she
tt
struct an electric railway from
went ashore.
to the top of the Matterhorn.
The scheme consists of two sections
HLACKRCRX
the first a cog and rachet track from
KAILS IDH TIIK ISTH.MUK
tt
depot to the Lac
the
Washington. April b.
Noir (2,518 metres) tunneling through riackbuili,
lulled today
the. KoernM peak: the second to com- fur Colon, 4of wKentucky,
rnembur of the lth-,- v
prise two futitoutelres from tlio refuge inlan
he
ranal
commission
has been
station to the summit (S.OfiU meters!,
as chief of administration of
constructed In a tunnel with a gradi selected
zone,
the canal
this place being an
ent of 885 to 90 per cent, it Is pro- r.logous
of governor, which
posed to construct buildings at the was held toby that
Mr.
Since Mr.
summit sufficient lo Accommodate a Magoon resigned Magoon.
ctrlaln number of visitors, and to In- has been entrustedtheto administration
clude, If feasible, a compressed air Rogers, counsel for WieRichard Reed
commission,
room for persons who suffer from but Mr. Rogers'
administration provmountain sickness. It Is estimated ed a failure, consisting
chletly
of upthat It will require four years to build setting the ably conceived and careful
the railroad, which will cost $10,000,-00- 0 ly executed arrangements of
Governor
tt
francs. The Journey from
and Senator Kluckburn will
to the summit will require 1 Magoon,
place
salary
a
take
Ihe
$14,000
at
of
hour and DO minutes ami cost SO
francs; now the ascent takes Uventy- - a year.
four hours, and the charges If for
.IOIIX WALSH MI ST AP- guides amount to ISO francs.
APIOAH IX COI UT TODAY.
lpinists
are bitterly
opposing the
Chicago, April 8. This Is the day
scheme, on the ground that It would
make one of the finest and most diffi that John It. Walsh, according lo the
cult peaks In Switzerland accessible oroer of Judge Anderson, of Ihe fed-trcourt, must appear and enter his
lo every Cook's tourist and the Frl- burg and Kerne sections of the Alpine plea to the HO counts of the Indictclub have Issued appeals for public; ment charging him with misapplicasupport to oppose it.
tion of the funds of it national bank.
Zer-ma-

OF FULLY $3,000,000

Omaha, AprH
The Cnlon
has officially announced the
building of 100 miles of double tracking In Wyoming, to be finished during
The new tracks will comthis year.
plete the double trucking of the road
across
from Cheyenne to Granger,
the entire state.
The new work will exlend from
llunna to Kawllns, forty miles; Robinson to Wamsutter, twenty miles;
Kocksprlngs to Green River, fifteen
miles, and u number of small pieces.
The remainder of the line across Wyoming has already
been double-tracketun miles having gone Into
use yesterday.
The cost of the 100
miles Is estimated at $3,000,000.
'

MEN

AND

Decision Against C. P. Hunt In British Battleship Went Ashore
Suit of the Nye Cotton
and Very Bcdly Injured
Exchange.
Stern Before Floating.

Puerto Cortez by the Niearaguan
troops was not received by the state
department, a cablegram received to'
day from Frederick M. Ryder, con
sul at San Juan del Norte, Nicaragua,
says that advices had been received
there that troops were advancing
along the Honduras coast from Tru

St
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THIS
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steamer, which
brings the news
Honduras, has

Kansas Court Decides
Louis Exposition
Case.

NEW YORK

CONTROVERSY TO DATE

Washington, April 8. While oftl
iuttre Fitiirerald overruled the mo
tion and ordered the trial to proceed. cial information of the capture of
was culled a
Dr.

BUREAU

V3

Drlmas Begins an Able and Elo Mexican and Mcaraguan Minis
ters Hold Conference With Asqucnt Address to Court and
sistant Secretary Bacon.
Jury at 2 O'clock.
Mobile, April 8. A
April S. Willi the
New York.
trial today, has Just arrived here,
f.i.,.nitiir of the Thaw
that Puerto Cnrtez,
Jerome said he could only auk the
court formally not to confirm the re fallen.
Indirectly News
port of the commission in lunacy

10 WW

So Decides the United States Destroyed by Fire today With
Supreme Court-Opini- on
Loss of Million and
by Fuller.
Half Dollars.

IMMIGRATION

TO HAVE DONE THE SAME

MEN

PINES PUNT

CUBA

g

JURY PREDICTED

Mutan, in Advance, M Mr

BELONGS TO

Longest and Most Costly Ever Celba Surrenders Without Fir
lng a Shot at Their
Known In History of New
Enemies.
York Criminal Courts.
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GOLDFIELD

MAY DANNY HARD AT

WAKE UP

WORK FOR

JOB
Miners Vote to Throw off Yoke AS President of Bureau
Immigration Henlng
of Industrial Workers
For Secretary.
Union.
Goldtield. Nev., April 8. In mass
meeting assembled the miners of the
Coldticld district Saturday decided to
throw off the yoke of the Industrial
Workers, so far as this section Is con
cerned. The vote was 7u In favor
and 014 against, a majority of 'Hi.
to have been; the biggest
This
obstacle in the way of a settlement
and has been overcome by today's
action.
Tuesday night the miners will hold
an executive session and unless all
signs fall they will ratify with secret
ballot the vote of dlsassodallon cast
Saturday and prepare to confer with
the employer for a resumption
of
work.
LiamonilfU'ld Jack Davis, one of
the biggest and wealthiest operators
In this camp, said that
the mines
would probably be running full handed before the week la out.
The mine owners have Insisted only
upon the miners here segregating
themselves from the Industrial Workers of the World as fur as the Gold-fiel- d
district was concerned, leaving
final segregation to the national meeting of the Western Federation
In
Denver next summer.
The miners have gone as far as
they can at this time. A simple ratification of the vote remains and there
appears to be no question of this being made. The meeting was of all
members of union No. liJO. The action carried with it a vote to apportion funds and to allow Ihe miner
the sole churge of the Miners' hospital here.
It means the miners will have a
square charter or will revert lo the
original one which admitted
only
those connected with work about the
mines. The limbermeu will Join the
Western Federation and this will
leavw the Industrial tt'm ker without
a leg to stand on.
sec-in- s

of

Special lo The Kvening Citizen.
Santa Fe, X. M.. April 8. There
has been u decided change In the attitude of the members of the bureau
of Immigration relative to conferring
I). A. Macpherson.
the presidency.
of AlbuiUerUe. has found that hn
can not secure the necessary votes to
elect him and will probably not push
the matter further. George A. Fleming, of
Vegas, uud Joseph W.
Hible, of Hanover, are said lo be candidates for the position.
Who will
be elected is problematical.
Owing
to the failure of A. M. Kdwurds. of
San Juuu county, to reac h the capital, the bureau met and adjourned
a. m.
until tomorrow ut
At that,
time the selection of a president will
be taken up. Mac phersou insists that
he must secure both the presidency
for himself and the secretaryship for
lienlug. as a reward for the campaign
during the legislature,
he waged
against the republican members and
their organlxatiou. It Is believed that
Macpherson will surrender the prel-denc- y
if Heiiing is made secretary.
Kotii he and Henlng are working
Mr. Ilibl
hunl for the positions.
had a candidate of his own, not a
newspaper man, but consented not t'
press Kim for the place after being
seen by interested parties.
Mr. Mason, of KokwcH, did not hi first favor
Henlng. or, In fart, any newspaper
man for secretary but later change. I
Mi
Haley ,of Capitan.
his mind.
democrat, but
wanted a simon-pur- e
consented to Henittg for secretary.
Mr.
found himself the only
person on tin- - boar, I opposed lo both
Macpherson and
and decided
that II would be useless to make a
tlnht It looks as though the Journ.il
force Would rc".-'ll l.s dre
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business basis ami sweeping reforms
made, nil tending to greater facilitation In the handling and dispatch of
tlip t'nllod Stales mall.
The following story I Illustrative of Mr.
When he ook
Hitchcock' method.
charge if the first assistant's bureau,
Mr. Hltchcocok found that In the
large rltles of the country horse and
wagons were being used to a considerable extent In such work an collecting the mail.
Kuslness house were
using the automobile
for hnullng
but no machines had been purchased
by the postoltlce department for such
purpose. Mr. Hitchcock summoned
the official having the delivery service in charge and said:
"Why enn't we use automobiles In
making collections?
Huslness men
are using them to ail vantage. Why
shouldn't the government do the same
thing'."
"We can't do it, sir," was the re-
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ply.

"Why not?" questioned Mr. Hitch-

cock.

"Because," said the official, "horses
nnd wagons are bought under the

W
Railroads. Employes and Public Begin lo Realise Proper
Way to Settle Differences.
POSTMASTER

ASSISTANT

GENERAL

AN

INNOVATOR

Firit Important Suit Under

Rail-

road Kate Act Is Over
Hauling Cabbages.
(By t.oorjrc II. Ailunis.)
Washington, April 8. Federal authorities express the "pinion that the.
coming when the railtime I
road and their employes will submit
all controversies relative to wages,
of
hours of service and condition
employment to government boards
distressing
rather than undergo the
experiences that usually follow strikes
s.
Congress has
and partial
whereby
provided
the machinery
mediation and arbitration shall be
applied to labor disputes In the railroad world. This machinery Is found
in the "mediation and arbitration"
act of ;tS, which for a long time
was not invoked owing to the distrust
employers and railway
of rallv.-jemplcj es.
A fair test of the efficacy of the law
is now Icing made in the differences
between the Southern Pacific Kail-roa- d
company and It employe growing out of the strike of the latter
of dissatisfaction over wages
and other matters, both sides to the
controversy having signified a willingness to submit their trouble to a
tour ! o 4i'bitrailon nups woie taken
he cl .iirm.ni of the interstate
"y
ciNiiiM i ti ri misM'.r and nt c
iicr c: latr.r It bring them
Th" ind'. at'ons He that ua
award will be made satisfactory
to
alike
the railroad and its emtie-up-

'horse hire' appropriation, and surely
you would not say that automobiles
could be classified a 'horse hire.' "
"Doc
the appropriation say anything iibciut wagons?"
"No."
"Then buy or hire automobiles,"
ald Mr. Hitchcock.
"The purpose
of the law Is to have the mall collected, nnd It may be better done with
If
automobiles than with wagon.
wagons have been construed as horse
hire, why not automobiles?"
Kxperlment are now being made
with automobiles In several cities
with a view to their general introducAction In the collection of mall.
cording to reports received at the department, the experiments are entirely successful.
Itlg Cabbage Suit.
Illinois cabbage are to blame for
the first Important suit filed under
the railroad rate act, which provides
must make Joint
that railroads
through rates on request of connecting lines.
The Illinois Central is the
defendant In this case, and the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. 1'aul road the
complainant.
The facts as present- I to the interstate commerce
com
mission show that the people of the
appe
great
developed
a
south have
tite for cabbages grown In Illinois.
Owing to the high
freight
rates,
however, they have been deprived for
some months of an adequate supply
of this luxury. In its complaint the
Milwaukee road states that the Illi
nois Central put In a fair cabbage
rate on November I last, but withdrew it a few week later.
The cabbage famine In the south followed
and the complaint followed the famine.
The commission ha
ordered
tin inquiry, and if the evidence Justi
fies an order will be issued that will
doubtless result in the southern peo
ple getting all the cabbages
they
need from Illinois or from any other
section in the middle west.
Whooping Cough.
have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy in my family in cases of
whooping cough, and want to tell you
that it is the best medicine I have
ever used. W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga.
This remedy is safe and sure. For
sale by all druggists.
I

se

OFFICIAL MATTERS AT
TERRITORIAL

CAPITAL

beer.
"Quality produces quality.

n:

Pablo Medina, of Revuelto, Quay
county; t onrado A. Baca, of Socorro,
Socorro county; Dlonlclo Archuleta,
of Petaca, Hio Arriba county; Anas- taclo Baca, of Quemado, Socorro
ounty; Charles W. Osborn, of Ellda
Roosevelt county.
Money Order Office Kstahllslictl.
Oro Grande, Otero county,
has
been established as a monev order of'

Pa-rltt-

flee.

To Qualify Today.

territorial officials recently up- pointed, have filed their bonds and
assumed office, with the exception of
Levi A. Hughe, named for territorial
The

treasurer, to succeed J. H. Vaughn
present incumbent.
x
Mr. Huge
peels his bond here by today.

illll

Blue Ribbon

The Beer of Quality
"There Is a reason for this Pabst quality.
" For four generations the constant aim and purpose of Pabst baa
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Let us Supply You

been to brew quality beer.
" No task has been too great for Pabst no detail has been too small-o- nly
the final results have been considered the perfection of brewing.
Order a cs of
Blua Ribbon tocUy and r.tlfy yourttlf that
quality in beer, like quality in everything ele, it wurth having.
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Pabst at Milwaukee
Krnest Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque.
Phono 123.

two-stor-
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Occidental 1,1 fo Building-- , Cor.
Kallroud Ave, ami Broadway.
They demanded that only detective
sergeants be allowed to take the exshutting
amination for lieutenants,
off the possibility of the "men on the
beat" ever getting higher thun a sergeant unless he could carry favor to
get boosted to the "upper oflice."
The patrolmen couldn't see things
in that light, so in the new union are
only the men who "hit the pavement."
They want theirs or, as they dearly Intimate, "there's going to be
trouble."
NoTici-- :

ixm publication-- .

Department of the Interior, Land
nuice at Santa Fe, X. M., March 26,
1907.

employes went on strike, would the
sympathy and
UNION
FOR policemen go out Inmercy
BUTTONS
leave the city to the
of the
higher
people demanding
wages?
If the policemen did any or all of
SAN FRANCISCO
these things, San Francisco could
boast of having a police department
that wasn't a police department.
POLICE
Hut the union is formed.
What the officers want is higher
wage
an Increase of 20 per cent.
And they want a few other little
among
things,
them being the chance
San Francisco, April 8. If one is
promotion.
unfortunate enough to be "pinched" forThis
I
the second attempt to form
in this city from now on he will be
a policeman's union. The first took
arrested by a "labor union" jMilice-main all the members of the department,
but the detectives put the kink on It.
The "cops" have formed a union
and made application to the local
labor council for a charter.
When
this has been obtained the charter
application will be approved by the
A
American reiteration of Labor and
the "men In blue" will be
unionists.
Providing the union cops live up to
the rules of their organization, some
rather serious complications might
arise.
The regulation time for work is
eight hours dully.
Supposing Home enterprising crook
should select the time of operating
Sun KiMiuisc'o. fill., April X. Wlz- Just at the moment a policeman's
e
Kunene K". Sehniltz
eight hours' work had been complet- has lieen Miiyor
able iIuiIiik hi five years
ed and his relief had not shown up; nnd three months
administration in
would the officer, like the "man with the executive chair of
municipalthe hod," refuse to work another ity to make one dollarthisdo the duty
minute longer?
of one hundred apparently.
If a riot was in progress when the
On an Income of $6,000 a year
whistle blew, would the minion of the Mayor Sehniltz has been able to live
law quit work and allow the mob to like a millionaire.
continue Its depredations?
lie has furnished a (50,000 minia
If the patrolmen as a body were ture palace with furniture, art treasto demand an increase of wage and ures and draperies valued at more
the municipality in the same breath than the cost price of the building he
refuse the same, would the police now calls home.
turn the entire city over to the crooks
Then he has a S7.!i00 automobile
and go on strike?
a choo-cho- n
car fit for his majesty.
What about the men who were be- Kins Kdward VII.
hind In their dues and assessments?
And butlers and valets and
Would they be prohibited from workand chauffeurs and
ing the beat until they made good, or menlalH to come and go Ut lllH other
beck
would union labor men who
had and'1" 1. call.
And all . on. . $6,000. a vear.
.,
.
committed a wrong refuse to be aruinr a linn inp 10 r.urope
rested by an ollicer not in good It cost sntnetmiiK in fact, quite a
standing?
bundle.
Supposing tiie chief refused to beWith Mist cabin passage on the
come a member of the organization,
would the union labor cops refuse to
be bossed by a scab?
zfcrAtfi Pueftr Ppwok
If the Iron workers, the teamsters,
the bricklayers, the wood workers,
the telephone girls and the street car

ar

fha.s. F. Karker retains his title
as champion checker player of the
United States.
Sweet Marie and Major Del mar
may meet In a special race at Kead-viilMass.. this summer.

e,

$6,000

A YEAR

his new home. Adding that sum
to his salary as mayor, It would give
him In five years and three months
exactly
46,500.
Out of this sum
he has spent $151,000 and still has
money left. Talk about your frenzied
finance that's going some.
The rise of Kugene K. Schmltz was
iih meteoric as his fall has been sudIn

iird-llk-

I-

On
Furniture,
Pianos. Organs,
Horses? Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARB-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, as low as

(It

and as high as (200. Loans ar
quickly made and strictly prlvaU.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world
Rooms S and 4, Orant Bid.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

MONEY

den.
He was the fiddling leader

of an
orchestra when Abraham Kuef lifted
him from obscurity and placed him
in ihe limelight as the first labor unionist mayor this city ever had.. His
first steri was made when he was
elected president of the Musicians'
union.
Sehniltz was an uncouth ami un
cultured man when.....he had greatness
hlm " " "c
i... """u, oul
Ihriul
I,
Z ih '......i.i.,
ii.
"
He learned the
art of public
.speaking and as time went on mil he
igot rractlce he cultivated a rather
crude limitation of oratory.

By going a half-mil- e
In 1:5X at New
i ork Melvin Sheppurd sets a new
American Indoor record.

Hurrah for the west! Maurice Say- Milwaukee, bested Willie Hosey
at the Tom O'Kourke club.
ers.

New York Corinthians set up n new
mark in bowling at the national tour
nament when they made 2,814.
In thii II ' 1 u.iritu llfl .run.ua a ,'o
rcheduled. opening May 1 and closing
September 29, the weather man per- 1

UllLllIlg.

Mike Schrcck continues his knock
out cureer.
He gave Hen Tremble
a sleep pill at Iiuluth In the 12th

round.

New Orleans team
Can't blam-tifor being chesty right now. Two victories In four games over the White
Sox Is going some.
Abe

Attell-"Spik-

e"

Kobson

six-lou-

bout at Philadelphia, April 3,
ought to keep the moving picture
machine a humpln'.

TO

LOAN

Wo have about $3,000 to loan la
suinr o" $1,00 or less on real estate
soiiiiitj a. 8 per cent.
ua.

POR TERFIELD CO.
West Cold Ave.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

We Want
1

2
3
2
2

MACHINIST
CARPENTERS,
HELL-BOY-

COOKS,

STONE MASONS,
IKON MOLDEK,
HOUSE GIKLS.
We furnish clerical
i
u
Miieoinlly, free to the employer
Itookkeciicrs,
Stenographers,
TyiiewrfiiTs, Clerks, etc.
SOUTHWESTERN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
1

5

Ih-Ij-

LAWTERS.

Ira

ATTORNEY

l,

La-gun-

PHOPEIVTT IiOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

Notes

A KING ON

V. .

PERSONAL

Sporting

Notice is hereby given that George
Klroehlmn, of Laguna, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five-yeproof In support ol his
claim, viz.:
Homestead entry No.
68t3. made September 12. 1902, for
XW Vi SW M NW U and
the X
XW 4 SW Vi. section 18, township
7 N
range 4 W. and that said proof
will be made before Silvestre Mlra-baWlcklow. quoted on some books at
U. S. Court Commissioner at San
H.ii to 1. won at Oakland.
Kafael, X. M., on May 6. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
(Hidden automobile tour is to start
upon, and cultivation of, the land, from Cleveland.
viz: Charles Carr, Ixrenzo Romero,
a,
Juan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of
What has become of one Jack PalX. M.
mer. English pug?
MANTEL It. OTERO.
Register.
Eastern Racing association will give
over $S50,000 In purses this year.

MAYOR LIVED LIKE

cham-bernial-

y,

m

PHARMACY

We gladly welcome the
Drugs Law, because it
agrees with our thoughts

and methods.
Cascarets
meet its every requirement
Results-tha- t's
and always did since the day
they were first invented and
SeeWhata Dime Will Do put on the market. PURITY,
QUALITY and MEDICINAL
MERIT have been the prin
ciples on which Cascarets were made and marketed.
We doubt if in all the world of medical science and therapeutic manufacture better SKILLED CHEMISTS and
selected constituents could be employed than in '
making of Cascarets.
ir.v-carefull-

The RESULTS prove it.
No other Bowel Medicine ori earth has reached in history the tremendous
approbation and patronage accorded Cascarets by the American People, a testimonial of GENUINE MERIT and satisfactory results, for surely no sensible
person would buy an article moie than once, unless satisfied, or reconum:nJ it
to others if not convinced of its virtues.
The sale of Cascarets at the present time is over ONE MILLION
BOXES A MONTH, a fact that ought to convince anyone of the satisfaction given to millions of our friends and patrons.
It is just this kind of example placed before you that ought to induce
you to try a little 10c box of Cascarets and be CONVINCED of its value
ind effectiveness. After this harmless, inexpensive experiment you will sre the
reason for the unequaled popularity of this preparation as a true PERSONAL and
rAMlLY MEDICINE, and this realization will urge future use when necessary.
So we ask you to take a DIME BOX home with you, and "WHILE
YOU SLEEP THEY WILL WORK" and make you feel well and har-py- .
We back our request by our GUARANTY, and if you're not pleased, your
purchase-mone- y
will be returned to you for the asking.
Such has been our Faith in the efficacy of this pure, clean, sweet, mild,
harmless but forceful little fragrant tablet, so easy to buy, so easy to carry,
so easy to take, so easy in its action, that we do not hesitate to offer this
guaranty to the world, and make good on it.
Carcarets not only are the best medicine yet discovered for the trcs'.-mrand cure of Chronic Comtipation and all its dire consequences, b t
aho a splendid PREVENTIVE OF DISEASE caused by bacteria and o h r
germs in the Bowels. There arc more serious troubles that have the r
oiigin in irregularities in the feed channels than any other cause, and
by thcrou&hly cleaning out the stomach and intestines and PURI
1'YING id an antiseptic way, keep you perfectly safe from such fearful
as Apptndicitis. Peritcnitis Li.d other detdly inflammations caused by
retention of indigestible food in the passages.
We said Cascarets were and ure the DEST BOWEL MEDICINE in
the world. Once more we assert that the t.ik- of nearly 100 million of
boxes in eleven years PROVES IT. O- -r record is put up arcsinst
rtner rredicine for the &a:v.e purpcic in th; world, for ACTUAL RESULTS.
Try e 10c box TO DAY. buy it frcn your cwn druggist under GUAR-Tand vru will join the MILLIONS cf our friends. Be ture you "et
GENUINE.
the letters "C. C. C." t;-- . every tauiel.
;ui
Css-caie-
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ateuo-graph-

Itiilli Brushes,
Soaps, Nail
Hrtiwhe. MnnkMiif
Sclsmir.
CVrtit
Plaster, Corn I 'lion,
Shampoo Cream. Hair Tonic,
Talcum Piiwiler. Ttillet Witter

t ure

PURIT- Y-
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Toilet Accessories

Pabst

IM1.

M. Bond.

AT LAW

N. W., Washington. D. C.

land patents,
letter patents,

11
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both w ays,
Atlantic liners
i day.
Ni'tt York at $:
apartments in lindnu at $2S per
necessary
to
galore
ditlii. ini'iil.'iitiibi
satisfy tin- - most exacting of tastes
and tips right ami left to serving people, the nia nr's Journey abroad was
in.' lung sti.ani of vanishing money.
Anil all on Jti.niMl a year
It was indeed marvelous
Sehinilz has earned as inaxor uf
San Fi'.ineUi .. tu date exactly $;!!,- Kii'iit

moms

in

r.iin.

Seliinii. has speiil Hie f.. liming
during his tenure "f oflice:
J.Ml.OilO
New reside.!, e
'25,000
FurniUlii;
Art

25,001)

treasure.--.

7.500

Aiitomnhile
Living expenses. $5mlo a year
Trip in
i:pellsis per guild fellowship Um
political cain-i- l

25.HO0
:l.:.iiu

Kin-up-

I

',f-

-

i

5.0IMI

'

Mei Palace,.,

ttnmwKEB)

Now Eugene E. Sehinit.. thanks to
Ins experience, is somewhat
of a
cultured gentleman.
What is more,
lie is a natural wit. and
his quick
tongue has been applauded by many
a band.
President Kouseveli once accused
liiui of being a bassoon player.
"That's not such a bad occupa-

tion." declared Si hinilz. "In fact, 1
kind of fancy il. for you know
strengthens
bassoon playing
the
lungs and sweetens the breath."
liut to return again to th.it money
proposition. liesldes spending $151.-nu- n
with only $46,500 going Eugene
E. Si limits still has money in Ihe
banks, a few bundles of negotiable
securities and a little bunch of real
estate that would trouble a working
man to pay taxes on.
The wonder is w here did it .'ill
conic from?"
San Francisco's gland jury, under
Attorney
of Iilstricl
tile direction
l.angdon ami
uhli- assistant,
his
Is uncovering the
Ki mi ls .1.

Total estimated .x peases 1 5 ."00
that lie
Mavoi SelnuiU claimed
15.1100
ausw ci
sold Ills ol,
fsi.leliec for
money
Tlle spell
il
that lie put
was this
and
1

i

1

,

.

il

'

Pensions,

copyrights.
caveats,'
trade marks, claims.
"
JL W. IK Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW Aih.,n,....
que, N. M. Office,
First National
cam ouildlng.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT TAUT
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
DKM1STS.
DR. J. Ii. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and A . Roman
.s.wv k..iii
over O'Rlelly's drug store. uuimiui,
Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
iMlniund J. Alger, D. . S.
No. 308 Ra.llrnnri iv.ni,.
.nours,
...uc. a.i
8 a. m., to 12:30 d. m.
1:3
P. m. to 5 p. m. Both nhnnx
Ap.
polntments made by mall.
W. M. KIICTHYTtAV
r" w
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
vvuucuiai Aue ijuildlng. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
BR. K. L. MUSI.
Office,
N. T. A mil jo Bldg.
Tuberculosa trsot.
Frequency Electrical
Current and
irearmems given each
day from 8 a. m. to a t m T.t....
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
DISS. ItltOXSOX & BKONSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Ph one- umce and residence, 628.
...
I)R. .1. V ivtuvi'ii
When your animals are sick you
need a. good veterinary surgeon. Call
up the old reliable. Phone No. 542
UNDERTAKER. "
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
1

--

ne

6-- 8,

u""""6
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If half the tales of new plays dis- Commercial Club building.
Black
covered by the Cleveland Americans
or White hearse, $f.
be true no other team will have a
look In this season.
ARCHITECTS
says
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
the reason
Frank Delehanty
Bar-ne- tt
7
he does not sign with the New York
building, Albuquerque. N. M.
Americans is that the contract ten- Both phones.
dered him is $300 less than he was
promised.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Plank and Waddell are both regard-e- n
Office with W. B. Chllders.
as liuble to attack of the colly- 11?
wabbles this season. That s why Con- West Gold avenue.
nie Mack is hot footing for a new left
UAIK DKFSSF.K A!VD CIIIKOPO.
shooter.
DIST.
President George IS. Dovey. of the
l.oston Nationals, will have "plain
Mrs. Bambini, at her Dur:ir.i No.
clothes" men at his park to keep down 209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
such remarks as "two to one that pared to give thorough scalp treatHuston will lose."
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
and Ingrowing nails. She
From Chicago comes a pipe that bunions
Hauling Nelson is to cut loose from gives massage treatment and maniHilly Nolan because of Nolan's un- curing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparapopularity.
All of which seems too tion of complexion cream builds up
good to be true.
the skin and improves the complexion,, and is guaranteed not to be inHugliey Jennings
lets drop this jurious. She also prepares a hale
suge remark:
"Hull players should tonic that cures and prevent
dangel wise to the exact weight at which druff and hair falling
out; restore
they can play lust and then sign the life to dead hair;
removes moles,
pledge to keep within the limit."
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pim11. ins Wagner is said to have been
divorced from that troublesome at- ple cure and pile cure. All of these
are purely vegetable
tack of rheumatism which bothered preparations
year. And the Pirate are compounds. Have just added a vi
him la.-whooping It up over the news.
brator machine for treatment of
scalp, race and cure of wrinkle
It
"Cut out the spit bull." says Manis aiso used for rheumatism, pains
ager Armour, of the Toledo Ameri- and
massage.
can Association club, to his pitchers.
o
He Hay it ruins their arms and delianihi-- i lain'
cough Kciixyiv
i.lc
moralizes the rest of the team by its'
uture.
ll it ertalnty.
Medicines that aid nature aie al- ways most effectual.
hainberlain's
All a ball pla'vcr has to do to Inoukii
acts on this plan,
to
is
world"
best
in the
come "the
allays the cough, relieves the lung lt
join the Cubs.
First Murphy tags ains expectoration, opens the secrefhuncc a.s a world beater. Now he tions, and aids nature in restoring
the
says his recruits are the best In the system to a healthy condition. ThouIt ague.
sands have testified to its superior
excellence. For sale by all druggist.
Foxy Grandpa "Cy" Young has
the management of the itostou
Americans. A man smart enough to
draw salary in the big league for IS
years isn't going to make the mistake
ol" annexing such a luii'deii.
46-4-

Exploration of Antarctic.
Some Interesting details concerning
that Antarctic expedition
that is
about to set out from Antwerp in
charge of Henry Arctowskl, a Belgian
well known In the scientific world
have just been received at the state
department.
The people of Antwerp
ure deeply Interested In the project
A committee of citizens
has been
formed there to perfect the plans for
expedition,
the
and a committee of
shipowners has b..en organized to
nettle the question of the choice of
the vessel to be used by Arctowskl
and his associates.
Arctowskl In
erids to begin the wink of cxplora
tioii of the Antartlc regions at the
quit where the Hi Igi.ui expedition
came out 01 mo
Thai was
at a point near King Kdward VII
by
Close
a
is
land.
vast unexplorei
territory which the new Belgian ex
pedltlon must cover In order to fol
low and
complete the dlscovcrii
made by Commander lie Ceilache
1SS0.
Arctowskl says:
"A little to the south of KJa.u,
VII laud and towards the east t lit i
is the wall of ice known as lioss.
is from this point that the jourut
towards the south nile can be started
with the greatest chance of success
I tier., is an Immense flat glacier uihjII
winch I should like to use one or tw
automobiles for Journeying toward
I lie south, not ill Vain hope of leach
iug tiie pole, but lor ihe purpose .
tracing the prolongation of Edttar
VII land and to see If this prolonga
tlou extends to ictoria laud, situate
about twenty degrees further est. I
this case there imisi lie an immense
gulf separating Victoria land from
Kdward VII land
If. however, the
is p'tilohK''d without adjoining,
a
there would be wide arm of the m j
separating tiie Aniartic zone Into iwo
hemispheres."
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"The best materials, the best workmen and the
best methods these make the best beer.
"It is the qualUy of the malt, the quality of
the hops, the quality of the Pabst methods
that make

WANTED.
WANTED At once, one nort order
Apply to 1'. W. Yunker.
cook.
Socorro, N. tA.
WANTED More work for a first-clahand laundry. Lace curtains a
flpeclnlty.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
401 Wept TIJorni avenue. (Colored.)
WANTKI
Ladles wanting stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Silas Crane, 512
North Second
street. Prices low.
Also appren
tice wanted.
'I'hnne 944
WANTKI)
Position by male
and bookkeeper. Ago 27.
experienced. Hood recommendations and references. Address box
2.
Alhiiriuer'iup.
SecondWANTED
Gentleman- hand clothing. No. 616 Bouth First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
KOII HEST.
Foil KENT Furnished rooms and
tent. 413 South Broadway.
FOR HUNT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
and TtRllroad. Apply at rear.
FOK KENT Furnished or not, one
nicest and shadiest
if the eight-rooresidences In the
city, near City park; large barn,
11,
room
at
fall
Grant block. P.
F. McCanna.
FOH SALE.
FOR SALE Agood big cow, will' be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOH SALE Party will sacrifice typewriter, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care OHIzen office.
FOK SALE A14xl6 tent house;
cheap.
Inquire 724 East Grand
'
avenue.
FOK SALE Thoroughbred
Jersey
bull, coming four. Address or Inquire of J. C. Kemenderfer, 6 miles
soiiin or Aitiuquerque.
FOK SALE At the "Variety"
you
will find fine home made bread, 6c
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
beans, soup and other good things
strictly home made.
Phone 710.
Mrs. nownR, fins South Arno St.
Foil SALE The Claude Olrard
property on Mountain road, first
house wer.t of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
ss
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

SUPPLIES

"For over sixty years Pabst has been brewing

i-f-

MO.MtW. APRIL

BATH

tell you
Let me
Something about Pabst.'

HOW

Santa Fe. N. M.. April 8. W. H.
Hartlett, of Clayton, ha been initiat
ed Into hi new duties a chief clerk
in the office of the commissioner of
public lands. The work i not entire- new to him on account of his ex
perience in the United State land offices here and at Clayton.
Township Surveys Approved.
Surveyor General M. o. Llewellyn
has approved the surveys of township
11 south, range 34, 35 and 36 E. town
ship 12 south, range 35, 36 and 37,
and township 13, 14 and 15, all
south, range 36 each, located In the
Pecos Valley, east of Roswell. Ninety
days will elapse however, before the
land will be open to entry.
Notaries Public ApiMtintccl.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor rlager-rr.a-

ployes.
The mediation and arbitration act
of JS'.'S applies lo common carriers,
their officer, agent, m i! 'itiployc.
It provide that whenever a controversy shall arise between' a. carrier
and Its employes, "seriously inter
rupting or threatening to interrupt
the business of the said carrier," the
chairman of the Interstate commerce
commission and the commissioner of
labor shall, upon the request of either
party, use their best efforts by "con
ciliation and mediation" to amicably
settle the differences between employer and employes. If mediation
falls, then the law offers the alterna
tive of arbitration.
Me.llitlun was
c,
4rled in the ca.-- of thj .Southern
but without results.
Arbitra
tion was then proposed, and It was
adopted.
Chairman Martin A. K iupp, "I the
Interstate commerce cumin ss'O'i, is
01 the opinion that before long art I
tru'ion w!P t come fashionable in the
transportation world. "I regard this
law as- well conceived and sound in
principle," he said, "it goes about
a far as useful legislation of th'.ikind could go. We hear more or less
about compulsory arbitration. That,
to my mind, is a contradiction
of
terms. The practical difficulty in the
way of voluntary arbitration must
come. In the nature of the case, lit the
selection of the third arbitration.
Under the Jaw of 18S8 the two parties
each selects Its representative on the
board, and the government through
the chairman of the interstate com
merce commission and the eonimls
aioiier of labor, names the third.
Kach party to a difference selects as
a matter of course, one In sympathy
with his cause.
The method of selecting the third arbitrator provided
In till
act is about as good us any
that could be devised.

PMollii'f lltilllllibili'
lliliiicoik. Inst
puM ma! r Ki nti al, Is oiir

CITIZENS

u.

ployes,

Frank

EVENING

f

i

f

i 'iiieiiiiiaii
wlil use a new scoring
system at the los tournament of the
Ameiii'un bowling emigre!"!-- . Telephones will connect official scorers
with assistants at huge blackboards,
in Hie rear.
In this way spectators
i un
keep tab on the games.

St Loins f ins claim that in Managers Mcfloske
and MeAIeer they
have Hie .star David Haruius of Ihe
And they are not
baseball world.
far I'roiii i ight. as these two managers
b.
haw iniled out some Juicy lemon
Irad'-the past seasons.

Reduced
Railway Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's TitCct
nillce. Ill West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket Ridkers' Association in Albuquerque. V M.
Corresp Jtnltiice
solicited.

ih

MONDAY.

Arillli

.

'ALBUQUERQUE

I1H)7,

EVEETtfO

CITIZEN.

pack mnKM.

althought not In thin country. We In line to return Foraker to the senVance without a moment's hesitation,
are now waging a campaign against ate. Thct in the outcome In Ohio
"I was so fully satisfied with the
foreign lotteries, and In a short time that Charles Dick Is praying for.
definition of the great master that I
will have succeeded, no doubt, In
did not care to examine any other
breaking up their Illicit operations In
authority."
STOPS ANY ITCHING.
the United States."
Vance's readv w t and overnowing
suc
political
humor won him his first
Dunn's Ointment Cure Eczema, and
cess. Soon after nis admission a me
Uttle has been heard up to date In
Itching Pile
Albuqunrque Peobar, while scarcely more than a youin
among
the
factional troubles
the
ple Recommend It.
he was nominated for the legislature.
republicans
Ohio
of
Senator
Charles
His opponent was an old experienced
Dick, who with Senator
Foraker,
OintOne application of Doan's
campaigner who made Vance's youthregular
republican
dominates
orthe
the point of his principal attack. Heganisation In the Buckofe state. ment stops any Itching. Short treatfore a meeting or tne voters mai
There was a time when Foraker and ment cures eciema. Itching piles, salt
packed to the doors the old court
Dick were In opposite camps. but rheum any skin eruption or skirt
a
reply.
In
his
mnde
Vance
house,
since the death of Hanna the two itching. It Is the cheapest remedy to
voice thrilling with pathos he confess
have worked together.
When Sen- use, because so little of It Is required
ed the crime of being young. He
ator Foraker gave to the public his to bring
cure.
relief and
Here is
apologized for his youth, declaring
challenge to Secretary of War Taft
Albuquerque testimony to prove it:
with deep earnestness that he would
two
presicontenders
the
for
that
Revthe
Zeb Vance Selected for Place have been born earlier if It had been nlted States Internal
Mrs. J. W. Weir, living at 71
dential nomination should take the
In his power, but his father and moth
stump in Ohio and let the people de- - Eleventh street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
Will
enue
be
Receipts
er had given him no choice in tne
In the Marble Pantheon
lie who was the ravorite. Senator says: "I have used Doan's Ointment
matter whatever. Next time, he said,
Hck was down on the isthmus of and found It of great value for re$270,000,000.
to
The
promise
do
better.
he would
Panama. It wns expected that upon lieving eciema, and I firmly bellere
of the Nation.
crowd roared with laughter, and on
his arrival here he would have some- - that this preparation
If faithfully
election day the other man. garbed
hlng to say that would he of more
tried, will cure the complaint men
In the dignity of years, was left at the
han passing Interest.
post.
any
other skin eruptlu.i
Dick has returned, but he has not tioned, or
NCREASE OF $180,000,SOLDIER, GOVERNOR AND
Could Not Chock III Humor.
talked.
It is assured that he will where there Is Inflammation."
could
no
No hardship,
misfortune
For sale by all dealers.
Price 60
stand by Foraker In the coming batdull the keen edge of his wit nor stop
Foster-MUbur- n
Dick Is a sly fox in politics. He cents.
Co., Buffalo.
000 OVER LAST YEAR tle.
HIS STATE the scintillating flow of his sparkling
s as cunning as they make them, and New York, sole agents for the United
SENATOR
heart-broke- n
humor.
he looks the part.
He Is a sleak.
at the disaster that had overtaken
well dressed man, agreeable In man States.
Remember the name Doans and
Confederacy
at
hopes
proud
the
of
ner, and has a frank way of express
the
his he Panic In Frenzied Finance ing nimseii. dick win play a leading take no other.
No. 17
Appomattox, yet he fascinated
and
Statesman
Wit. Poet. Orator
captors when they were taking him
part In the political game In Ohio
by
his
to Washington under arrest
We do It right. IlOCOn IHY. Imhis year. It would surprise no one
Has Shown No Effect
He Sprang From the People
exhaustless store of anecdotes. gTom
here, despite the bloodthirsty attitude perial Laundry Co.
the
one
Ohio,
of
of
Corwln,
of Foraker. and the defiant attitude
Upon People.
as a Born Leader.
friends of Vance, made when he was
of the supporters of Taft. if the two
The Baldwin Refrigerators at
In con Kress before the war as a Whig
factions were brought together beNothing better made. SatVance
visited
secession,
to
any
onnosed
Is
to
fore
done
harm
either
side.
K.
guaranteed.
isfaction
Washington.
April
While stock If such a miracle Is accomplished.
In tribute to the memory uf Zebuhe was in prison In Washington
while
o
falling
In
New
are
ilues
and
York
Inn UalM Vance, noldier. war j?overDuring their chat, Corwln said:
will deserve the credit for It.
"Pneumonia's Iteotlly Work
ther money centers, and commer Dick
In
iior, and senator, the North Carolina
Down
deplores
his
he
the
matter
been
heart
lias
so
what
the
"Zeb.
had
seriously affected my right
men are complaining about the signs
i..rihi,tiir him authorized the erection with you down there In the south? cialsecurity
that indicate that a merry old lung," writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
bust- credits,
of
financial
of
pantheon
a,
marble
In
the
statue
of
I have not been able to cath the hang
Koute 1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
ac- - war will be pulled off In the party In Rural
country.
css throughout the
The selection
during the next year or so. He "that I coughed continuously night
the national capltol.
ording to reports received in Washi Ohio
was mude with practical unanimity, of It." I. replied ance. "hut l am ngton,
not
see
want
does
to
Foraker
retired
day
and
and the nelghobrs' prediis flourishing and shows no to private life,
"Nor
f.u nmong the state's great dead the likely
but It said that he ctionconsumption semed Inevitable,
to now."
Inilnutlon In volume. Postal receipts realles
striking personality of Vance stands
that in the present state of until my husband brought home a
mice s ricn
re Increasing tremendously,
while
One of the secrets of
public temper Foraker has lost bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
heud and shoulders above them all. humor
was its unexpectedness. While he golden stream arising at sources the
or men.
Me was a natural leader
much
of
old time popularity, and which In my case proved to be the
rodudng Internal revenue grows will stand hislittle
he was a senator he delivered nn ad
Sprung from the people, he had that dress
chance In Ohio In his only real cough cure and restorer of
Gov- 1th each succeeding month.
to law students at Washington.
sympathetic knowlegde that gave In describing
against Taft. Dick loves a win weak, sore lungs." When all other
the early conditions of rnment officials declare
that no race
ner,
Lincoln his Immense power, and no law practice in
as
do
North Carolina, he more accurate barometer of actual has his wayall Ohio Itpoliticians. If he remedies utterly fall, you may still
man has ever so possessed the hearts said :
the difference of win in the battle against lung and
onditlons in trade and ' commerce Foraker and about
and held the affection and admiration
Taft will. In duo season, throat troubles with New Discovery,
on
court
horseback
to
report
out
went
financial
of
'I
the
the
xlsts
than
pubyears
arduous
long
of
through
the organization will the real cure. Guaranteed by all
istofflce department.
carried a pair of saddle bags with
It shows that be harmonized;
lic service In peace, war, and the andchange
Taft for the presidential druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bot
Norm he fiscal year 1 107. which will end support
of shirts and the
nurk days of reconstruction as did Carolina
nomination,
and everybody will get tle free.
book In the end of the une SO, will lie the banner twelve
Zobulon U. Vance. Few states in the saddlebags,form
your
none
It
Is
of
period
re
and
in
the
of
month
matter
devotion.
union can show similar
what was In thevother end. celpts In the history of the country.
What Tell was to Switzerland, what business
During Buchanan's administration,
.ikewlse. Internal revenue receipts
I'.ruce was to Scotland, and William while
was a Whig congress
Vance
or the twelve months ending June
Comof Orange to Holland, was Vance to man, he addressed
a mass meeting at 0. will show the largest for a single
Notth Carolina. That was the elo- Knoxvllie.
appropriation
of ear. with the exception of the civil
quent eulogy of Senator Hilmom. $100,000,000 The
enable Buchanan to nil Spanish war periods when extra
and history will write the lndorse-nu- purchase Cubato was
one of the burn ordinary taxes were Imposed to meet
of his estimate.
ing tonics of the day. ance bitterly
xtraordinary expenses.
He had the magic gift of oratory, arraigned
the president, declaring
Internal revenue receipts last year
the lure of pur-p- l- that the phrase
upmene
l'ut it was not alonetinkling
tekei
"Mene
In excess of $249,000,000.
musical harsin" titled the
words and
Pausing were
ocassion.
he ratio for the eight months of the
phrases that gave him his marvelous he looked around earnestly for an Im current
fiscal year ended February
power over his auditors; the dramatic pressive moment.
2 Is kept up for March. April. May.
Not h withstanding its tremendous losses In the San Francisco disaster,
appeal came from a rugged honesty
I don t know whether or not a and June, receipts for the full year
of purpose and a deep sincerity of single one of my hearers knows the will go beyond 270.000,00O. the high this veteran company has been restored to splendid financial strength.
through
with flashes literal reading of that awrui scripture
utterance, shot
It's stockholders have paid Into the company an assessment of over
water mark, except in the sixties
of shining wit. Irresistible humor, and or not.
means, 'Jeems, Jeems' you when
the Civil war was raging, and S2.000.000 IN CASH.
apt anecdote. His speeches were like stole thatItmoney.' "
1S9S
n
nn
was
act
when
and
189,
bayonet charges. He wasted little
At no time since the San Francisco disaster of April 1. 1906. have Its
Punished fop Swearing.
on the statutes designed to
raise agents
time on the skirmish line, but. like a
I.Ike all precocious boys, Vance
or policyholders been left unprotected or uncared for.
to bear the cost of the opera
true-bor- n
tighter, plunged with dead- when at his tirst school, rapidly pick moneyagainst
Through the medium of a new Corporation, the safety of Its outstandSpain.
ly earnestness Into the thick of the ed up a vocabulary of swear words. ions
i.
By comparison with last year. In
ing policyholders has been secured and guaranteed.
fray. It was the secret of his
The teacher undertook the task of
In the campaign of 1876, upon breaking him of the habit, and as creases are noted in the current fis
All losses that have occurred since the San Francisco conflagration
governor,
year
every
on
his
cal
important
of
Item
his third nomination for
punishment he placed the boy at
political enemies, hopeless of success, mouse hole In the school room, gave nternal revenue. The total for the have been paid promptly In full and In cash.
The Company has paid and discharged on account of the San Francisresorted to charges of political cor- him a pair of tongs, and told him not elphl months ended February 28 laBt
co conflagration, the enormous sum of of $10,800,000.
ruption.
His reply was the essence to open his mouth until he had caught was MHO. 421. 345 as against 1166.
HKIXG
THE
gathperiod
corresponding
of drama. Ilefore an Immense
the mouse. An hour passed and little S7i.412 for the
KAKGKST AMOUNT OF IiOSS EVEI1 SI STAIXED BY ANY INSIIU
ering at Raleigh, in the statehouse Vance was forgotten in the routine of n 1906. This is a gain of more than
AXCE COMPANY IN THE HISTORY OF VNDERW1UTINU.
square, he held up both hands In the droning recitations. Suddenly a shout thirteen million dollars.
An analysis of the figures shows
The rehabilitated FIREMEN'S Fl'XD INSURANCE COMPANY now
llcht of the sun. and with a solemn startled the school. "Damned If J
some
Interesting results.
It should presents to Its Agents and to the public the following statement of Its fInvocation to Almighty God. declared haven t got him." exclaimed the lad
ex
stainless,
large
be
a
to
that
remembered
that
thry were white and
exultingly waving aloft a captured
tent Internal revenue taxes are levied inancial condition
iiol one cent of corrupt money had mouse caught in the tongs.
on luxuries, such as beer, whiskey
ever touched their palms. The effect
the craft of statesman
Politics
and
was electrical: his answer carried Ir ship robbed American literature of a and tobacco. And It is only in times
ASSETS.
resistible conviction, and the charges rival to Hood and Dickens. Had he of prosperity that the people are lib
their purchase of these pro
died the death of calumny.
Bonds. Stocks. .Mortgages and other Approved Securities ...$5,772,374.28
devoted the talents to letters he gave eral in In
the eight mouth period of
to state and nation the abilities that ducts.
Swavcri n Itejrfmoiit.
fiscal year under consideration
While colonel of a North Carolina have engraven his name high among this
was
an Increase of more than
there
regiment during the civil war occur- the greatest of the country's public eight millions
LIABILITIES.
In
the
red another instance of his oratorical men would have won him a oistin amount collectedof on dollars
spirits,
com
as
Beserve
poet.
to San Francisco Claimants.) 650,000.00
a
for
Additional
or
Dividend
His
of
as
gutshed place
novelist
tmwer. The time of enlistment
pared with a like period of 1906
large proportion of his men had ex- verses on "The Little patched Trous $98,001.
Outstanding Losses ,
Reserve
291,653.00
for
year,
364
In
1906,
$106,
this
pired, and they had made prepara- ers," in the meter or "The Old uaicen
The receipts from the tax Reserve for Unearned Premiums on Outstanding Policies ... 2,702,606.75
tions to return home. In the day of Bucket," written in his youth, have 134.024.
a barrel on beer In
Capital stock PAID 17I IN CASH
1,600,000.00
their proposed departure they gather stood the test of time, and his parody if one dollar
from $35,730,000 to $38,602.- - Net Surplus
528,114. 53
ed to listen to a tareweu lain irom on "Mary's Little Lamb," a tariff skit creased
yielded
$34,411,000
000.
Tobacco has
box, convulsed the senate and made the
their colonel. Vance mounted astrug$5,772,374.28
Total
year
n
compared
so
taxes
as
this
far
whole country laugh. The verses on
He told of the south's Titanic
$2,128,114.53
SCBPLUS TO POLICYHOLDERS
gle for Independence In simple, ef- the trousers were Inspired by the fact with 132.112,000 for the like period
1906. The manufacture of oleomar
to
straight
went
that Zebulon s mother was a frugal of
fective words that
Is
Increasing, the Industry evi
the hearts of his hearers and drew housewife and Bhowed great skill In gerlne
dently having recovered from the
tears from their eyes. When he con reducing Capt. Vance s old broad efficts
of
the ten cent tax Imposed
eluded, the discharged men rushed to cloth suits to fit his sons. Here are on the colored
product In accordance
enlist again in the ranks, and their two of the stanzas:
with the provisions of a law passed ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
carried with
patriotic enthusiasm
TroHsers
The I.lttle I'uU-Ihh321 Gold Avenue
ago.
years
some
In the eight months
them many of the fathers and broth The widespreading seat with its littl endf.d with February,
1906, receipts
square patches,
ers who had come to accompany
from oleo aggregated $397,560. They
The pockets that bulged with my Jumped
home the released soldiers.
to $552,778 this year. Re
for noon.
After his admission to me bar he And luncheon
turns from tax collected on process
also with marbles and tlshworms or
fiuicklv won a reputation as a win
renovated
butter increased from
and matches.
ner of verdicts. In addition to a firm
And gumdrops and kite strings from $97,354 to $118,603. and on adulter
and large knowledge of law, he was
ated butter from $6,727 to $11,232
April to June.
a keen Judge of men, and his exhaust'
The collections on miscellaneous items
les flow of illustrative anecode, repar No pantaloons ever performed greater which includes cheese, mixed flour
tee, wit, and humor, made him al
opium manufactured
for smoking
service
most irresistible before a jury. When
In filling the hearts of us youngsters purposes, playing cards, penalties, etc
ever Vance was to appear in a case
dropped
to
$590,402
from $627,405
with Joy:
people Hocked for miles to hear him They made
Announces
If there is slump In business we
the descent from Adolphu
He was the terror of the courts in
It,"
not
an
have
felt
official of
said
to
Jarvls
which he practiced. Judges found it
Klght down through a family of te the Internal revenue office. "Neither
the
Impossible to preserve order amid
do we detect any signs of a falling
little boys.
the roars of laughter that always
off in trade and commerce.
Lean
punctuated Vance's speeches to the
Arrival of
patched trousers, the second times to come are always sure to
jury'- - One bailiff made It a practice The little
show themselves In our office. The
trousers.
to shout Just before Vance would The oldhand
year
family trousers that bagged indications are that receipts this
reach the climax to a funny story:
will be unusually large, thus Indicatat the knee.
"Silence In the court," and would
power per
ing a larger spending
was
tool
a
but
of
wit
the
But
shaft
a
laughter.
Such
in
the
himself lead
the great work of statesmanship ce. pita among the people."
reputation
for wit and humor did In
lot. Long years o
Vance achieve that some of the judges which fell to his
"I have come to the conclusion
at the head of a great
always insisted that he address the administration
that the man who declared a sucker
and three terms as senator
lury whether he desired to or not state
every
on
did not exaggeran
born
placed
Washington,
his
fame
Once a Judge took umbrage at some enduring foundation of achievement ate," said anminute
ofllcial
the postofflce
remark made during the course of the and vindicated his right to a place department, who is of
connected with
case and warned Vance he was tread in the nation's pantheon among the the fraud order division.
-I- N.Barnum,
ing close to contempt of court. Quick
the circus man, knew what he was
as a flash from Vance came the re greatest of her public servants.
talking about when he declared the
tort that he had tried very hard not IWSIIIOXAIU.K (iKHMAX.
American people liked to be humlo
his contempt for the court.
A.MFKICAN MAIIIUAOK bugged.
This fraud order business
SoumltHl Tilko Infanlty.
New York, April 8. One of the has been an eye opener to me. We
His sense of humor was irrepress most elaborate weddings of the sea Issue orders debarring from the use
llile. One day In his class at college son takes place today In the American of the mails designing person who
By All Odds
a staid, dignified old professor as an church at Dresden. The bride Is Miss try to work, and do work for a time,
illustration In physics was telling the Jayta Humphreys, daughter of Mrs, schemes that are palpably fraudulent
constudents of the possibilities of a di- T. St. John Gaffney,
wife of the on their face.
the
lapidated old mill that stood on the American consul-generin Dresden cerns, firms offering something for
y
near-bWolf,
Breakvon
stream.
nothing, and companies guaranteeing
banks of a
to Captain Hans Heinrich
Smartest
ing into the prosing sentences of the of the royal saxon artillery.
Miss attractive prizes at little or no risk
old man, Vance, In tones of deep Humphreys went to Dresden tw soon get In touch with the easy
earrvest asked:
years ago when her father was ap marks throughout the country. They
"Professor, do you think that old pointed couriKul-genera- l,
and there Insert their advertisements In
the
mill is worth a dam?"
met and fell In love at first sight, It newspapers and the suckers do the
While the campaign for prohibl-ilo- n is said, with the dashing young sol rest. We are after these schemers
was at Its heiKht In North Caro- dier.
with a big stick, and we are landing
That Will be in Evidence This Spring
lina a delegation of teetotaters came
them every day. The trouble is that
to Vunce. seeking to enlist his efforts
Senator Cullom says Harrlman ail of the schemes to defraud are not
You are cordially Invited to come in and Inspect the "nifty" models
He talks Just n ported to the dqpartmei y.
In 1heir cause. To their pleadings he should be In a cell.
Hut
in suits ami overcoats at a price range of
replied:
as though he wasn't elected a few those of them that are. are soon put
"Oentlemcn. my conscience Is with months ago.
out of business through the medium
ou, but my stomach is on the other
of a fraud order.
ide."
Hny, it would lust make you
After the arrest of Governor Vance
giddy to read the evidence in some
and the imprisonment at Washington,
cases brought to our attention.
THY THIS AT 1IOMK.
It
It will be a pleasure to show you. You will not be urged to buy.
following the fall of the confederacy,
almost makes a man want to quit
in several adGeneral Kllpatrlck,
Mix the following by shaking
work and go Into the business
of
dresses told a lot of fairy tales about
well In a bottle, and take In
separating the gullible from their
(he part he took in the urrest, saying
teaspoon ful doses ufter meals
money. They stein to bite on any
he captured the confederate governor
old thing. For example, newly mar
and at bedtime:
tnd made him ride 200 miles bareried couples are tine people to work
Dandelion,
Extract
Fluid
Chts. Mellni, SeereUrr
back on a mule. Vance's reply was
on. Some months ago a Arm adver
J. D. Bakla, President
one-haCompound
ounce;
characteristically to the point In a
O. BechecM, TroMaror,
Q. Qioml, Vlc President.
tised that for the small sum of $1.25
Kargon, one ounce; Compound
newspaper
letter to a New York
he
!t would supply 'newly-wewith
Sarsaparllla,
Syrup
three
a line set of parlor furniture.
A lot
ouncs. A local druggist ad"I raw no mule on the trip, yet I
bit.
They
them
Vegeof
for
received
their
vises that these simple
thought I saw an as at the general's
one-- t wenty-ftv- e
a set of parlor furtable Ingredients can be obheadquarters.
This Impression has
niture, which was Just about large
Suoceiiora to
tained at nominal cost from
vlnre been confirmed."
enough for a doll house. We have
any good prescription
pharMEUNI V EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
As a matter of fact Kllpatrlck had
just denied the use of the mails to
d
macy.
WHOLKBALK OKALBRB IM
"nothing to do with the arrest, and
a man w ho offered to sell angora cats
This mixture is said to cleans
Major Porter, in whose custody Vance
a:
price
a
attenthat
the
attracted
and strengthen the clogged and
nas taken t' Washington, treated him
tion of many maiden ladles through-nu- t
inactive Kidneys, overcoming
with the utmost courtesy.
the country. He sold cats. It is
Backache, Bladder
weakness
KalKfitsI with Itlut'kMoiie.
Hut they were not angoras.
tin,'.
Hiid
even
Wi
worst
0try1blng la Hook It outfit tho
the
of
forms
Kvn as a youth Vance was never
What they were heaven only knows.
everykheum&lisin.
which,
a
mott Mttldlout bar eomploto
.it a hiss for the proper word.
the
plcbian
They
were
birth,
kickof
and
exone
knows,
by
is
produced
light retort,
the lumlnant phrase.
ed up so much trouble in the homes of
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southweet tor Jea. .
cessive uric add and
other
When under examination for udmis-io-n
their owners that we finally heard of
Sehlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
poisonous
waste
which
matter
In the bar he was subjected to
In
It.
We
discovered
particular
this
the kidneys fail to sift and
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Luls Hunter, T.J. Men.
Among other
i rigid questioning.
man
who
case
the
that
offered
strain from the blood.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies roe numerous te mention.
things he was asked to give the definidid not breed the animals at
Kvery man or woman here
tion of a contlgent remainder.
Vance
all. When he gut an order he roamWE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
who
feels
Kidneys
the
that
are
nave
it in the exact language of
ed around the neighborhood, and the
Uertes,
or acting
a
not strung
in
But sell the atralrht article m received by us from the best
Ulackstone. Chief Justice Pearson,
poreported
was
to
day
it
next
the
healthy
manner tihould mix
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Call and taaeeet oir
rie of the Inquisitor's said:
pet
a
disaplice
household
Ihut
had
prescription
this
at
home and
"Yes, that is lilackstone's definition,
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee klat.
peared during the night.
give it a trial.
"De.-pil- e
but wr.it doi-- Feame say?"
Issued to dealers only.
the law aimed ut lotteries
'If ,our honor please," replied
those institutions continue to flourish.
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Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

WILL BE

r?y us:

BANNER YEAR

STATUE

BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
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Grief-stricke-

Foundry and

Albuquerque

. MALL,

R.

n,

Machine Works

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;

Shaft-

ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
Fronts Cor Buildings.
Rommlro on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory m Bpoolatty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

GOLD STAR SALOON
A. 1 ti tj t t; fci
Old
Beer Hall Place of Recreation.
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At Consistent
Prices

The Fireman's Fund Insurance
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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Our Work
right

are right

All Kinds
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

Metcalf & Strauss, Agents

I

M. MANDELL
Advance
Spring Styles

1
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Kohn Brothers' Fine Clothes for Men
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Creations in Gentlemen's Wear
$15.00 to $35.00
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Consolidated Liquor Company

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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rural districts for thai reason, not sdone In New Mexico, but even In the high schools and the colleges th.i
Capable teachers
sjimo difficulty Is being encountered.

I

g

qul'-tln-

BAT,

(

TKUrHFUL DANNY OWNS UP
The dt nr. confiding publ'c
has Ht the eleventh hour Ittii taken into the confidence
of that remit Democratic War fry, the Morning Jourimmigration
bureau
of
Hint
tial. Hcning really wanted
Job. The public had a sort of hazy suspicion all nlonij
that he did, but this conllrniatlon of the fact by the
Journal at even this late day Is refreshing. It stU
Indicate that Danny loves the public not the less, but
the graft more. 'Stand up for your town," cries the
Hurrah! And while you are doln
democratic organ.
that Macpherson and Honing will Just drop down to
Santa Fe and see If they can't stand up for themselves.
The War fry Is disposed to be real angry with The
savs that The fltizcii has
Tin. cruel thin
m..o
done everything In its power to drive business away
from Albuiurrque and to prevent the "Ilxing of th?
legislature" on that Macpherson public printing matter.
For a wonder, the morning paper
Isn't It awful!
didn't charge The Citizen with helping to hold up, in the
legislative council, that appropriation bill which would
have meant a much larger appropriation for the beneOh, Danny,
fit of the university and of this county.
how could you? While you were so Industriously explaining to the dear people why The Citizen opposed
your placing in charge of the bureau of Immigration a
man who said the bureau was no good and should bf
abolished, why didn't you explain that little attempt on
old wateryour part to civc the city tliut
works system at three times Its value? Danny, why
didn't you explain how you came to be a member of
Why didn't you give Hi"
the bureau of immigration?
public the Inside figures on what the ink use. in that
campaign of yours cost your publishing
company?
If the public knew Just how much you
were out, then certainly the dear people would expec".
to see you paid In some manner, even with the burea j
of Immigration job. which you said was such a useless
Why didn't you go further, and
waste of money.
charge The Citizen with trying to drive out that dear
old democratic party which you love and foster !'i
Iternalillo county and the territory generally?
The Citizen has asked you day In and day out to
They want to know. Intell the people these things.
cidentally, you might work In a few words of reform
of which you have such a plentiful supply. The people
are Interested in reform, and the variety you dish out
h particularly appetizing these days now that the fuil
menu Is known. - Go after the bureau, Danny The
f.itizen bids you
but please, Oh, please, take
the people into your confidence and show them a slngie
member of that Illustrious band of reformers who
hasn't got a good, fat Job In payment for his work.
Any little crumb of comfort you could give would be
no greatly appreciated.
Show the people that you
really meant what you said, when you stood so strong
for reform. Maybe they will yet believe in you. Qulen
aabe?
At last it has come.

--

mud-slingi-

(!od-spee-

BLOW AT IRRIGATION ENTERPRISES
A recent telegram from Washington, D. C, repre-

sented an official of the Interior department as saying
that a. "number of shady promoters are attempting to
revive questionable irrigation schemes, especially In
Arizona and New Mexico."
The said official of the interior department Is further represented as saying:
"Down In Arizona, a pseudo-- i ellglous corporation
t organized, its principles say, for the extension of the
true faith) has been deluding Innocent people Into buying water rights In an Irrigation scheme which has as
much chance of ultimate success a;: a lace curtain In a
llery furnace.
The company has neither land nor
water, and no hope of getting either.
Yet the government mails are full of letters from the victims asking for Information. If these people had been as anxious to Inquire before Investing they would not now be
out of pocket. These inquiries Indicate that the company is prosecuting Its work largely through the religious press, a rather singular medium to use to
a swindle, and the victims seem to be generally
from the east und south."
As far as Ne.v Mexico Is concerned, the reputed official of the interior department is even less definite in
)
his charges than he is In the case of Arizona.
merely says: "In New Mexico several companies ai e
preparing to launch great works on streams, the waters
of which were long ago appropriated and w hose supply
Is not sufficient for the present needs of oh) canals."
He mentions two general facts and gives a good
piece of advice. The advice Is: "Do not buy anything
without carefully investigating.
Do not buy water
rights until you are convinced the water Is there, unj
the company financially able to deliver It. If you are.
going to make a home In the west do not buy until yoi
investigate In person on the ground. The west is full
of opportunities for homeseekers and there are plenty
or legitimate Irrigation enterprises in which your Invest
ment will be safe."
The facts are: "As every fake scheme works to the
detriment of honest companies, the government as well
as the bona fide I romoters Is Inteusted in driving ou'.
this brood of swindlers who are seeking to fatten the!
pocketbooks at the expense or Innocent investors. It is
no province or the government to warn these peopi.
though It would seem properly the duty or Hie
e
department to exclude Uieir literature from ttv
malls when an investigation would show the fraudulent
character of the schemes and the utter impossibility of
I heir being
carried out."
There is unother fact, of ,.,UJi Importance Willi
either of tin- - two Just quoted, but which the olVlal -- f
the interior department' overlooked. It is this: An indefinite charge, such as he is reported to have
New Mexico, damages every private irrigation enterprise in the territory.
It Is true he says the
"west" has plenty of legitimate Irrigation enterprises, i
which Investment will he sar.-Hut. on tin- other h.i'n.l.
New Mexico constitutes but on,- - part or the
"wist." ;f
which there are many parts, und or New Mexico testates specilically and only (hat selcr.il companies
to launch l,iK fake scheme u,,.,,, the puhii
This reported interview has heen published wld-l- v
through the papers of the I'nii.-- Slates, and its
t
can not hut be to throw discredit upon rv.-rprivate
and land enterprise
What is sai.l vvitliou.
definite limitation will
iu he universally applied.
The Citizen submits the statement ,ni(, ttlt. of.
tlcial of the interior depart
,u should haw mole
iliflnitely ililT- -i enti.itcd Die g
f,m thl. ,.,
should have held hit. peace. I.,ke the foolish man ill
the I'.iblc, ill pulllim up the tare- - he has pulled up t,..
wheal also.
te

post-oltic-

,

.

In then.- days of generally high w
s. mj
,.x
change, xchool hoards throughout the i.
country are experiencing no less difficulty in keeping tin-ite.nhin..
forces up t i full and capable complement th.1:i
ounler-d
in the army ami in ci if service. The evident reason foi this undeniable fact is Hie inadequacy
of the teacher' pay.
Nine months u t,,. eai
instructor receives reasonably goo, J wages, if hU
pay be apportion. d for the nine months, hut if it Is distributed through twelve months. .1 will l. found tint
lie Is working for low ,iages.
The pay of teacher-houl- d
properly be divided by twelve, for it is only
rarely tint Hoy can liinl any lucrative employment ,,
the three
month....
Kmplo) its, if they nee I
help at all, want only those who will remain Willi them
The result Is that the average teacher is earning liothliiy.
I hree
mouths in the year, and his living expenses for
that period frequently cut up any surplus Dial he mav
have pul aside during the school in. .mils.
t t
u
I"i
fuel lh.it counlr.v school teachers are uinlei- p.ild al.d the edip -- 'ion.il system , greatly weakened
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Designs of the Motor in
Warfare," which appeared In the jsolentllle American of
d
says that "there is little
March 23. W. C.
doubt that armored motor cars will play a prominent
part In the next war, not only for purposes of transportation, but also as engines of offen " He calls attention
to the fact that practically every military nation today
has its own type of War car. (in the Franco-Germa- n
frontiers regulur batteries or war cars maneuver periodically, reproducing the condition! or actual warfare,
and "a special automobile section of the British volunteers has been formed out of a number of rich men,
each owning a car which he agrees to hold in readiness
for the use of the military should occasion arise."
A popular llritlsh type is "a car surrounded with a
armor, flattened at the sides
crinoline of bullet-proand having a ram fore and art." This militant monster
naturally appeals to Insular fancy, since it is Intended
for coast defense. It Is in reality a powerful moving
fortress, being about 30 feet long, with a speed of fifteen miles mi hour; curries ruel for a run or ut least
.Inn miles, and more Ih in 10,000 rounds or ammunition;
is armed with two automatic quick-fir- e
guns and two of
Ihe famous "pompoms," whose deadly efficiency was
demonstrated in Hie Hoer war; can climb a steep grade,
and curies searchlights and a crew of twenty specially
d
trained men. Mr.
sums up the portentous
possibilities of Hie lighting motor car In the following
paragraph:
"France, the home of the suitor from Die beginning,
can count In time of war on at least 10,000 cars. In addition to many hundreds of motor wagons and trucks
for heavy transport work and the haulage of guns. The
as the war cur of France Is called,
vies with similar vehicles ulreudy adopted In the German, Italian, Austrian, Russian, and liritish armies
Wlille all other motor vehicles in time of war will rely,
like the light cruisers of our navies, on their high speed
for escape, these powerful war cars grimly remain behind and fight. Some of them carry revolving turrets
mounting guns or large caliber. The engines ore often
of the 4
Mercedes type, and the cars are
so geared that they can travel over incredibly rough
ground and negotiate severe gradients. They are, in fact,
miniature traveling fortresses entirely proof against rifle
fire, and capable or high speed. Thus their great destructive rorce, combined with their mobility, bids fail-tintroduce an entirely new element into the vvaiTare or
the ruture; ami it is believed in many of the war offices
of the world that these are merely forerunners or veritable land 'Dreadnoughts,' capable of destroying entire
'
cities that lie in their track."
It would thus appear thai while we have been in
fearsome fancy anticipating conflicts of "airy navies
grappling In the central blue," or ruining red ruin on
cities, u terror not less formidable menaces
communities hitherto considered remote from the ultimate terrors of International si rife.
What might happen should an enemy land a hundred or more war cars and secure a tenable hast: of
operations, on our northern border, say, Is for boards of
strategy lo consider, and, If possible, offset. The mind
of the perturbed layman can hardly be expected lo approach such a, problem in the calm mood necessary to
Its rational consideration.
It might be possible for the liilted Stales lo insure
a satisfactory amount of protection by means or a
aggregation or war cars, but Captain lloli-son- 's
failure to attract serious attention to his plea for
a ilecji-se- a
armament of like cost would seem to shut
out such a solution. Possibly, With the prospect of paying for great fighting fleets or thft air us well as for
embattled motor fortresses by land not to mention the
cost of warfare on the raging main the plain peoples
of the earthmay move a little more quickly in the direction of international disarmament.
Washington Her.
aid.
In an article

tiT

n u Vl

THE

The United Slates will have Hie honor of
Itah!
proposing limited armaments at The Hague peace conference, fan't get any more naval appropriations until
the next session of congress, anyhow.

11.1,1 AM F. WMMiAN,
Editor nml Huslness Manafte'
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can earn more money In other lines and they are
the profession for that reason.

The Citizen Publishing Company
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the four cars
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: The Cub's Corner :
"Wqw!" Howls the Journal's black
faced end man. "What roh you gets
y
mah Instru-meall unstrung
dat-a-wa-

nt

?"

jr Friday
there won't
lbuquerque's
inside or six

a

ORDIN KY n'HMITItR
rules here (lots of "ordinaries" elsewhere) odd pieces to please the art
lover and make a room look not like
a wareroom but the resort of cultured
d
people. You are free to see and
even If you don't buy for a month
or more.

STKONfi rKATVIlKS
or our bargains In china, glass and
porcelain ware are their artistic designing, their fine coloring, where
colors are appropriate, their strength,
their full value for the money we ask
you to spend for them. Hut how are
yu going to know of this store's attractions unless you see them? We
request you to see.

has
arrived

Kf-le-

gets that Job I reckon
be any doubt annul Apopulation being 50.000

F. H. STRONG

months,
0
asked rather this morning ut
breakrast, "What's the difference between a bureau and a burro?"
"Only the appointment." he answered.
What do vou suppose he meant bv
I

that?

we Had
on tHe road

OUT OF THF.

STRONG BLOCK

0

When The Citizen pokes fun ut
Dan for wanting a little of the salve
Tor his muck rake blistered hands it

The

AUTOMATIC

O
Do Vou SllMIHO?

This could be what's the matter
with the Journal's orchestra?
"Nothing could Induce (Me Bull to
play In public until his violin was in
perfect tune," writes . S. Marden in
Success Magazine.
"Hreat music touchers say that
nothing will ruin the sensitiveness of
the ear und lower the musical perception and standard so quickly as
using an Instrument out of tune."
O
t'lgurs.
Father, getting home from biz
And the daJly brawl.
Finds a hat that isn't his
Hanging In Ihe hall.
Coming from the club at ten.
Still it Isn't gone.
Father takes a tumble then
Courting-

Constructed on Scientific
Li

l

Tj

"MM

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

I

Hvery day at dawn.
Never falls to find some weeds
'ourtiiig going on.

0

savs he knows if he gets the job for
Friday that it "won't tend to lower
the Morning Journal in the estimation of Albuquerque people" but he
does wish they would take him seriously and that The Citizen wouldn't
make a ' holy show" of itself by its
travesties upon wit that way. Danny
says he's getting the worst or it and
that Isn't rair. especially when he
isn't sure whether he can land the
Job at all. He is shakin both fists in
my race and yelling like u locoed
Apache, "Stand up ror your town!
Stand up ror your town!" Stand up
for your town! Don't you know that
the best thing that could happen to
Albuquerque next to the tie pickling
works is for Friday to get that Job?
Can't you see what it would do for
Think or all or Friday's
the tow-tistenographers who would come here
to live, and the extra printers the
Journal would have to bring in to
print the literature, and the extra
clerks the postortice would need to
sell postage stamps. D's a crime and
a shame for anybody to be so mean
as to say that my motives are not
those of a martyr und a patriot.
DATF.K: Danny Just got a note
from Friday that there was something doing In the immigration bureau, and the way he forgot all about
"sitting on me" would make a Jack
rabbit look like a hard shell

levelling titicn."
Danny devotes a column of rich,
rancid rhetoric In Sunday's War t.'ry
to "Seeing Ihe
F.venlug
Citizen."
Some of the expressions he uses look
a little out of place alongside the society column, but Danny should be
excused, for he is mad, mad, mad.
It would appear that "Seeing
the
Kveiiing Citizen" is becoming a mania
with Danny. He sees it in his dreams,
it haunts hi in at breakfast, he sees
it when he takes his morning constitutional, he sees it all through the
strenuous hours of ills busy work-a-da- y
He sees it with poignant
life.
pain whenever he catches someone
grinning behind his back. He sees
It reflected In the blue sky by day,
and etched across the starry dome of
Heaven's firmament by night. Verily,
Danny should be an authority on
00000000XXXXXXv00XXX)00000
"seeing The Kvenlng Citizen."
0
CLEAR AND CANDID VIEW OF
I.ittlc Danny Ditties.
Everybody laughs but Danny,
THE ANTI ROOSFVELT PLOT
He struts around all day.
as a hare In u sandstorm.
XKXX0XXXXX)O0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXIJ Mad
(irouchy as a settin' hen.
The desire and determination of organized capital He wants a grab at the pork barrel.
So does his Friday man,
to hamper the Roosevelt policies and to prevent their
Kverybody grins at Danny.
continuance through a succeeding administration have
Ami it makes him mad as sin.
been forced on the people of this country with convincing
clearness. There is no surprise, therefore. In the charge oh Mister Danny
uncanny.
or President Roosevelt that these big Interests are in a You're most
Mister Danny-- mile-- mile- - A mi,
conspiracy to control for their own ends, not alone the But tell me true though.
republican convention of next year, but also Hie demo Has the immigration bureau.
Really tied to you the festive can?
cratic nominations. The president knows the charucter
iind extent of a similar movement in l'.to3, designing to Little Danny love um little immigrabring about the nomination of Senator Hauna for the
tion bureau
Rove um heap much too.
presidency the succeeding year, which movement was
Dividends in the other fellow's
Yes
Indeed
be do,
cut short early in ltf04 by the death of the senator. Mr.
pocket ou the rent you are
Rittle Danny sigh for you.
Roosevelt also knows from the various political sources Little Danny's heart go heap much
paying.
pen to him, the nature and scope of the present opWhen he dreams of you.
A small cash payment and
position to i in and his principles of government.
Danny go on the warpath,
$20.00 a month will buy a 5
The charge or a general plot to deTeat the square Little
maybe.
room house, with bath.
leal doctrine and to restore the reins or government to
if his dream shouldn't come true.
Die special Interests Is plausible on its race. Those Interests have common cause in their objection to honest, Little Friday Hetitng. was
REALTY CO.,
Always Die dope he
penning.
healthful restraint. Tiny know that if they control one
Hut no more to literature does he
Hulldlng.
Armljo
party ami not the other they will lose to the party
KLDKR.
K.
aspire.
J.
strong enough to withstand their powerful assault, ltut He's out for the dough,
Perhaps lie tired of being Danny's
for the present the light will be concentrated against
President Roosevelt, who represents the people, tingreat, masterful leader who has pui a check on commercome
MISTF.R RDITOR: I cant
Danny is after
Die office today.
cial and liuanclal piracy and whose program Include- - to
my scalp.
me
fourteen
He
chased
further regulations in Hie direction of popular rights.
blocks before he caught me, and as
I'.efore Theodore Roosevelt became president many he is heavier than 1 am ami won't
olT, I am writing this under Danget
the evils be has since exposed, and many of which he
and difficulty, and don't see how
has , it her lessened or abolished, w ere regarded as more ny
I
can get from under very well. If
or
conventional. The neoi.l.. had mil l.
Danny was as much of a heavyweight
LdU'
lightened to the extent to which liny were being vvronir- - other ways as he is avoirdupois!)-- , I
good
a
of
ileal
d by predatory wealth.
Mexico Cltv und return $10.25, April
Capital hud little difficulty in think he might cut
if lie had a real sharp saw and
J.MIi to Slay lSth. l imit July 31..
ilirei iing Die destiny of the republican party, lis Inllu- - aicegood
man to help him. He says I
.1. 1!. ITItllY, Agent.
ence was usually thrown in favor of men or strong popu-l.ll'il- need to be sal on. that my stun is
newspapers,
.......
disgracing Die
especially
when niesideulal n,.mii,.n
He says he
Journal.
It was not until tile advent of President Roosevelt Die Morning
SOCIAL DANCE
a darn
care
what
The Citidoesn't
that there arose, within Die republican party, a man lo zen savs about him but he does
wish EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
challenge the special interests and to declare for the like bla.i-it would quit saving il.
He savs the only motive he ever find
square deal nml for the peonle. This declaration
A7 TUB
in li.vlng to got the Immigration buthe acts and policies that have bucked It up. h ive reau for Henniug was so thuf
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
awakened Die whole rountiv and have loooubl lo Mi,.
He
would gel the benefit.
Ladies Free
zealous support of the president not alone the rank and soys if lleiiing would gel to be sec- Admission POc
it
immigration
retary
bureau
of
the
lile of his own party, but also hundreds or thousands
Albuquergreat
thing
a
would
be
for
of men In other parties. In short, the Issue now is not que.
Look at Santa Fe!
What a
so much between Die old parties as between the people great eity it ,as grown to be through
all
heen lohas
the jeais the bureau
and organic! capital, with President Roost veil the lead
there' Could any better t proof
er on the one hand and at this monieiil Kdward II. cated
IlOBt
It
sLul.ll.. Ii,.rs..s ;i
be needed ih,,n thai.
isn
thai
Iliiriman on the other.
Heiiing wants a Job. or thai the drivers In the city.
fropiietors of
easy
wagor..
'"Sadie,"
picnic
ihe
inon at
The calculating
attempt to disii.-diPresijeii; Journal needs a little
Roosevelt, as a preliminary to Die defeat of his policies all. Thai's all it mistake- - it's merely
to help AlbuDanny's
spirit
John Street
112
booster
in the next republican national convention, Is as direct querque.
nice." Danny
Isn't that
i challenge
to the people as irga ii izeil wealth could
It would be foolish to underestimate the power
in. ike.
of inone.v in polities. Rut it would also be folly to become alaimcl lest this power should confuse public
e ,,i purchase emit rolling support.
President
Roosevelt and his policies are vastly stronger now than
the win- - when the Hpeciul interests, with Senator lianna
Door screens a firotiB a an ordinary door at prices that defy
it heli head, challenged their popularity in lipi:!. The
c.istein-tiiad- e
acreen doors In both tjtreiiKth and price. Window
apo.-ll-e
of the square deal has made good: his principles
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at th
have borne fiult. It is fortunate for the country that
the real issues and the lilies of battle are being defined
thustarlv. Mon.-- is not stronger than molality in this
SKE OUK NEW HK1CK JJUIL.D1NU
nation
"StH'hiir tin

A

Principles.

iMT'inJ'

Call and See Them.

going on.

Father cunning Is and sly;
Courted once himself.
Father murmurs: "Here's while
Save a little pelf."
To the parlor father speeds

I

REFRIGERATORS

Is committing the nefarious atrocity
of "driving business away from Al
buquerque."
Whew! I
wonder If
old Jonah's whale could get around
that!
. O
Tlio .Miisl Inlcrcsling Slulit.
In his column or liquid smoke yesterday telling or the elaborate departments of The Kvenlng Citizen,
Danny's pipe lighter forgot to malce
$225,000
water
mention or that
works bond Issue photo The Citizen
has turned toward the wall.

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

KACKLEY
I

to

THE TAILOR

West Gold Avenue

The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

Chickering & Son's Piano
Tlio exquisite tone and lilah quality of workmanship u,i,i nnb.li have
combined to make tlieso famous instruments) the universal rholco of
those who know.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
124 South Second

f There h AnyffimQ Dearer

To

A

10 per cent.

pit-ap-

-

SB

fjk

v

Alhu-queiqil- e

Highland Livery

Heater

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

moooooccoooo

FIjY"

SCREENS

SUPERIOR PIANING MILL
0OO000O00O0

Phone

98

COAL

Jslllllllll 111 IBIls IMBsWlMI
BE8T CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
Ifl.50
PER TON
$8-6-

iii.

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY 15

.

i

Vgtee.

John

Beaven

S.

vhi:n vor

v'f

ro
vi i n
eat with enjoyment and
well
provide yourself vvitli rolls ,. hread
me nt i cure H.itid
E SDr.
I. .(on?
the best kind, the kini we bake
aim
I'iics. Il ulsorl.K theluuiuri
fresh every day. If you
uiuy the iU'hiuK si o:n e. atU in line with the wise ones.haven't been
Order by
a8 u noiiltU-eK"vr Instant r
phone if you like.
Inf. llr. tv, ilhams'linlciiil'.leOint
Pileamtivl
for
isnretittreU
uieiit
lti

602 80UTH

Oil

FIRST STREET.
William'II Indian I'llt
'

ep

i

.

I
liK of Ihd private parts.

h-

Kvey box it
uv anit'KiMH. iy uin'i eo
wurrunieii.
of rri.-M rciiti uU l.0u. WiLLIIM?
MANUFACTURING
CT. i'rupH.. ritvekuu. uW
FOR SALE BY 8. TANN ft SON.

PIONEER BAKERY,

t

PEERLESS
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S
.
tore.
.
FEE'S

HOME-MAD-

E

DRUG

207 South

First Street.

FEE'S HOT CIIOCOLATF.
TOX'S DRl'ti STORE.

:;i2LSaiUI tr

If

VI.

7011 want result
in Kifortlsloi.
an Erentof Citizen want aL

MOVIHY.

H,

ALBUQUERQUE

1907.

MIKADO'S CONTRACTS

MEMBER OF

TIE

HAD BUT

NOBILITY

SITS

60

ANOTHER WHOLESALE

FOR

LET

HI

nniinr

TUF

l"L

ALBU

FOR

W. K. Hodges, general purchasing
Wtioi Immigration Inspector (liven
for the Santa Fe system, with
leave
this evening for Kl I'aso he agent
will take with him two Juiwnew, one headquarters at Chicago, arrived here
night, and will leave tonight
Sunday
Is
a
of whom the Inspector believe
member of the nobility of the king- for the east. In talking to a reporter
As grounds Mr .Hodges said:
dom of the mlkndo.
'From present Indications I don t
for this belief, the Inspector has a
picture taken from the Jap, which believe that we can have the new tie- plant, near here. In operatreating
group
of
portrays this Japanese and a
others, all of whom are attired In the tion before November 1. We haven't
regalia worn 'jjily by the aristocracy secured the title to the property yet,
The pic- and this has to be done before the
and the nobility of Japan.
15th of this month.
After that date
ture was taken In Japan.
The brace were captured in the lo- the work can and will be begun and
I
contracts for
the
have
let
rushed.
will
be taken
cal fanta Fe yards and
to Kl Paso to be tried for deportation, furnishing the cylinders and other
ns they show by their own stories that machinery und stuff and a part of It
anil all
thev lire unlawfully In the I'nlted should arrive here soon, not
later
States. The more Intelligent of the should he upon the scene
tell-tal- e
While I didn t coin.
picture, than July 1.
two, he of the
He said here for the purpose of promoting
sneaks a little Kngltsh.
tie plant, still I am Interested in
that he left Japan last September and the
He Its development, but nothing new has
landed at Manzanilllo, Mexico.
towards It for some time.
been
crossed the Mexican line near Kl I'aso exceptdone
what Mr. Faulkner has told
by wading the river, and claims that

you."

The Price of Health.
"The price of health In a malarious
district Is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
box. of Pr. King's New Life rills,'
writes Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark,
New L4fe I ills cleanse gently ana Im
part new life and vigor to the sys
tem. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
all druggists.

South-Wester-

TJcw YorK StocVs.

i

rv

3H

and inspection of Compan131 ies Kdrill
and C. and the First
25 H
band, comprising the local
battalion of the National Cuard of
76 7i
was held on the plaza
Mexico,
New
-i1 Ms' of the old town Sunday afternoon.
The drill and Inspection was made by
120
Major Klder, commandant of the lo134
cal battalion.
It was announced Im39 Vt mediately
the drill that an in127m spection ofafter
the two companies and
11114 band would be
made soon by a gov22Tfr
ernment officer, and that the inspec13.',: tion
April II. While
be
would
held
K4 7
the officer, who is to inspect the
22
local soldiers, is not known, it is
144 VI
that it will be by Captain
141 Vi believed or
Captain Moff'att, both staHallock
3
Fort Wlngate.
tioned
at
nn
A

Itegt-ment-

U'

2&V4
3
X2

91
27
1

1 14

16714
13

3k

S40.20H.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. April S. Cattle receipts 12.000, Including 600 southerns.
Market steady Jo 10c lower.
Southern steers $ 4 .00 'a 5.35 ; southern
i
$3.0of; 4.25; stockers ami feeders $a.60ftii 5.00:
bulls $ 2. so li 4.25 ;
calves 'A.Mut 7.25; western fed steers
di.
$4.25 5.75; western fed cow s $:)."0,'l
4.50.
Sheep receipts KOOll. market steady.
Muttons $5.25 'i (i.oo ; l.nnlis JT.'.T, '.r
5. tin ;i 7"n ; fed
VO0; range wethers

os

5o.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April X. Cattle receipts,
HO. 000.
Market steady to o cents
lower.
lleeves $ 4. 5 1i fi.65 . heifers
$1.7!i4rr.:tO: cows tl.MKr4.im: calves
good to (Mime steers
7.25;
$5.251'
$5. 35 it 6.65 ; poor to medium
$4.15
i 5.30;
Miockers ami feeders $2.N0'n
1

5.0(1.

receipts
Sheep
Market
steady. Western $4 061 6.60: lambs
$; 50 ' V35; western $6.5(i'.i v a;,.
20. oiio.

Produce Market.
April S. closing

Uota- -

Wheat -- May 774: July 7
July
Corn - May 4(1 ' 4c

Iri'-'- .i

;

.

oats- - Mav
Pork -- Mav
ay

I.rd-M-

Itibs-

-

3'i

42;:

July
July $15.HJi;.
tK.62 4: July Iv75.
May $s.4o 'n 4 2 '
July vd
15.Kf.;

;

fc:

tine iiii'dtiiin

I'i2tc:

I

!

Money Market.
Ktl.

money

April V Pi line
S'Virt'a per cent siler
on call cisy
'i
1

Metal Markec

York. April
a. copper 24 '.j (rr 2'

New

To.

X

DRUGS,

PATENTS,

CONFECTIONERY,

STATIONERY

'

323 South Second Street

N. H. ANDRUS
The Old Reliable Watchmaker

and Jeweler

HAS BIG COAL ORDER TURNED

COUNTY

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

al

In less than one hour this morn
inr. Judge Abbott in the district

sentenced three men to the
territorial penitentiary at Santa Fe
year each upon forgery
one
for
charges, each man having been in
dicted on two counts. The men are:
J. J. liurns. alias C. V. Lawton
forgery : F. H. Harmon, forgery and
uttering a forgery, und Henry Cain
forgery and uttering a forgery.
When court convened the three
they would
men announced that
plead guilty and Immediately after
learning their decision. Judge Abbott
passed sentence upon them. The trio
will be confined In the county Jail
until the end of this term of court
when they will be transferred to the
territorial penitentiary.
The case of the territory against
John Fisher, charged with assault
SNYDER SAYS THE
with intent to rob, was continued
one day on account of the absence of
an Important witness. W. C. Ken
JOURNAL
LIES nedy.
The cases of the territory against
Dcsldeiio Aguicara. charged with as
sault with intent to murder, and the
In answer to a story published in case against Demeclo Herrera, same
charging
charge, v. ere set for hearing on April
him
morning
Journal
the
with disavowing a woman who pre- 22nd.
tends to be his wife, Joseph Snyder,
of South Second street, defends himself with the following letter:
BROWNS TAKE ANOTHER
Kiltor Citizen :
Permit me space in your valued
paper to deny the statements conI am
tained in the Morning Journal.
GAME FROM THE
not a married man: have not much
cash, but I will give a few hundred
dollars to anyone who can prove 1
am. I don't own a ranch or other
realty in New Mexico; never did.
Again, 1 have lived light here for over
three years, and as to my reputation,
etc., I would prefer
that other.
should say as to my standing, for i
reiniuinl of the victorious lirowns
don't like to blow my own horn. of A last
and a team that style
Thanking you in advance for taking itself theyear
Cernnlmos, did a very good
up your space and time, I remain.
g
of base ball at
stunt
Yours, etc.-Traction park last Sunday, to th
JOSKPII SXYDKK.
pleasure of several hundred fans, wh
were admitted o see the sport free
of charge.
For three Innings the
CARPENTER PEOPLE
game ran along with the teams see
sawing for an advantage, and at llr
end ol the sixth it looked as though
WANT POSTOEEICE BACK the regulars wele due for a drub
bing.
A little fellow with a black
shirt, who (he fans dubbed "Hlack
berry." was doing the box stunt for
Some time ago the postollicc ,u the Indians, and "itlaekberry
was
N. M
situated in the right there with the Juice till the
Carrentr.cunyon,
lljeras
near this city, was eighth innings, when three clean sin
closed by the postottice authorities, gles, ;i doable, a couple of errors and
which made It very hard for the resi- a balloon ascension by his support
dents to secure their mail, compelling and the remnants snatched victory
Durim; from defeat.
them to come to this city.
the l.ust several years a, gigantic peti"Hill" Nye. he of nuptial fame, wis
tion ha-- s been gotten up by the resi- on the rubber for the Hrowns, and
dents to lay before the prooer postal Hill's India lubber arm was as good
authorities, with the hones of having as ever, despite the fact that It was
the oflice
only Friday that it supported
One feature of the petition is the blushing bride at the altar.
Only
fact that in the last week more than once diil Nye let down for a couple of
100 letters addressed
to Carpenter hits and a free ticket. The score wa
people were held over here, and only
to 6.
forwarded Sunday. The reason given
by the postottice department for closVOI N(, MINLII TAkl-ing the office was that the receipts of
i n i:
ins own (ieorg
the station did not warrant its beiu.;
Phoenix. Ariz, April
continued.
The petitioners declare Welch, a young miner employed by
that they will do all in their power to the Calumet & Globe Development
Increase the receipts of the office, en- company on Lower Pinto creek, shot
abling its being continued in the
Ininseir through the head and was
Instantly killed last evening.
There is an e:emenl of mystery
People
connected with the tragedy.
in the camp heard five shots In rapid
PARTONI WASN'T
succession fired in Welch's teut, and
after a brief interval another shot
DRUNK BUT INTOXICATED was heard.
Parties attracted by tin- shots
rushed to the tetii und found Welch
lying on his bed with a
Dominie1. Pui'lnne,
llalian, who Ki.isped in his right hand.
was arrested at 5:.'!o o'clock
Hlood was flowing from his right
this
morning by officer i'.abbett for being check, which had been penetrated by
a bullet which came out through the
drunk upon (he streets, when arraigned in police court
He apparently died
this morning, top of his skull
pleaded not guilty, but admitted that instant lv.
he wao intoxicated, which resulted
in his being assessed $5 by
Police
'isiu--.iitivivi:
Judge Craig. As In; illd not possess
M
iu;.ii.
thai sum be was put to work upon
S.
I'll.!
April S. Kev.
C.
the streets.
It. I
1).. rector of
l,L.
John
Johnon.
( ne
Sandoval, a native, who w.i S'. p lililips' church. ., major of cu
arrested Sun. lay nighl.
for being gi
in ch.n j;,of Fori Sumter
drunk arnl disorderly, and who wis luilleei; igts tin- sixties and author
of "le-o- f
released upon $10 bond. pie. Jed not
Fort Su'ii'er" and other hls-;- il
guilty in police court this morning.
night, aged
Aiirks. dieil
His ease was continued until '. n'e. k
t his aftei mum.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Mint
The public is hereby notified hat I
W.l'lled- lt. II boys at the Alvaradc
will not Ih- - responsible for any debts
-- Nil ely
furnished room,
contracted b my wif, Mrs Krne. Foil UK NT
electric light ami hath, i IS Martine Cantrel
quette avenue.
KI.Ii: A. CAN'J KKI
April . pot;
IIWK KHit PHOTO TAKEN
o
VOW.
lMCTl'ltl'M 2. CENTS
The regular meetiiiK of the Indian. . PHt IX)STAMP
I N AMI I I'. KOItAK
chili will he held next Tuesday evenA SPECIALTY. MIOTO PILing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. LOW "0 KKS
OX
SILK.
Campbell, :ilti West Coal avenue, Ol It WOltK IS OI JPNESK
K ;i'AH AXTEE.
All
n
ul
o'clock.
Indiana people
i STAItll
N'l l DIO. i'10 Wllsf (iOMt
M- l- e't
:ire co
Invited
E.N I E.
court,

nlne-lnnlti-

inri(.(
lie-to-

-

la--

York,

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

'

,

St. lxxils Wool Market.

louis. April V Wool steady,
L'4'r
iriloiv and western mediums
I
fun-

St

$3.00

J. A. KREMIS

YEARJACH

s

174

K

4

rub-

8

rA BUR'S

ALBERT
308-31- 0

--

DOWN

i

Watch Inspector A. T.

BY GALLUP

&

S. F. R. R.

1

10

West Gold Ave.

1

10.

Chicago.

t,

inch wheels,
ber tires. Trice

'

fil'.i

lyondon expects early reduction In
the bank rate.
Hold arrivals In London today ex
pected to go to Hank of Kngland
St. Paul officials report car silua
tlon better.
National City bank shows principal
decrease in loans in bank statement
and largest Increase In cash.
Strength In exchange largely dm
to paying off loans In London.
Oinalia Livestock.
Omaha, April 8. Cattle reciepts,
Western
5.000. Market 10c lower.
steers 1 3.25 i 5.25 : Texas steers $3.00
i'4.00; cows and heifers $2.25 'ov 4.40:
Htockers
and
winners $2.00 fit) S.00;;
calves $3.0Hi
feeders $3.00 ',v 5.25
6.50; bulls $2.004u4.40.
Sheep receipts 5500, market steady.
Yearlings $6.25 'iv 7.00 wethers $5.i0i'
lt.fi II; ewes Jj.oO'ii ri.K5: lambs $".25

nms:

go-car-

Government Inspection of Lo John Fisher Will Be Tried
5H
Tomorrow New
cal Companies Will be
fi3'j
65
Cases Set.
Made on April 1.
luoli

still heavy.

t

over 40 styles to select
from. Our special offer for this week. No.
steel frame
900
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Brewster green, S

Mi

Rather light demand for stocks in
loan crowd, but borrowing by short

$5.1101)1

Go-Car- ts

w

37

row.

ewes

WEtersareforheadquar-

j

MORE COAL THAN

Summary of Conditions.
York, April K. American
New
be
to
stocks in l,ondoi weak.
low parity.
Twenty-on- e
banks report less than
Saturday'
in
25 per cent reserve
bank .statement against twenty last
corres
in
week and twenty-seve- n
ponding week of last year.
London settlement begins tumor

Y

States-Ne-

n

H. W. Campbell of Lincoln. Neh.,
A specal effort will be made to get
has Just entered Into a contract with In touch with all new settler along
the Santa Fe railroad system for the the Santa Fe lines, who desire to
or practice the Campbell system.
establishment of demonstration,
Mr.
model farms in western K msas, east- - Campbell or one of bis assistants will
rn Colorado, Oklahoma. Texas, New visit each and every one of these and
probably California, give him every possible aid and enMexico
and
can couragement for the direction of his
wherever sufficient
be secured from the citizens, says the endeavors along lines that will make
Itegister Tribune.
failure Impossible.
These farms will be pcisoiially su
U is in the execution of their nr- pervised by Mr. Campbell. whose rangetnent
with the Santa Fe that Mr
methods of scientific soil culture have
will appear as the principal
never yet failed to produce good (Campbell
'speaker
at
the dry farming congress
rops. even with an annual precipita
this city on the last day of the
tion as low as 12 Inches. Now If the In
convention. April IX. Ser- citizens of New Mexico want a prac stockmen's
retary
(iraham,
of the Commercial
tical demonstration of the unuues- club, being the tirst
to take advantage
to the of the new ottlec of
tionable fact that
.Mr. Campbell.
acre wheat crops, and other ordinary and action being seconded
Hon. (?.
can be A. Kichardson. president ofby the
farm crops in proportion
club.
grown on the New Mexico plains.
also president of the New Mexl-- .
without the application of a drop of and
by
College
Agriculture,
co
of
whose
water other than the natural rainfall good ofllces the services of Profs.
why they only have to bestir them
New Mexico stands to profit Vernon and Tlnsley, soil experts at
selves.
station, were added to
more than any other stale or terri- the experiment of
the congress.
tory by real scientific soli culture, lint the attractions
be
two sessions of the
There will
the citizens ought to show some In congress,
of
them entirely free
both
terest.
The tSantn Fe .ea'Jrnnd Is
of the Pecos valley.
the first to go to Mr. Campbell with to all citizens
practical proposition for the dem Stockmen will make attendance pos- onstration of his methods anywhere slble from all parts of the Pecos val-- .
on their lines, where the people are ley. There should be large audiences
willing to meet them half way. That of those interested Itl the Campbell
It Is not officii that such
means that practicably all of Mr. principle.
Campbell's time hereafter will be de- nn opportunity Is afforded without
voted ito Santa Fe territory, ami that charge, and as the application of the
Santa Fe territory Is going to get a theory Is especially ineanful in the
country. It will doubtless
big slice of the immigration coiunig Itit,
be largely taken advantage of.
this way.

13.21

V. S. S. com
V. S. H. uM

(Jreene Con
Santa Fe Copper
Copper Kange
North liutte
Untte Coal
Shannon
Calumet and Arizona
Nipisslng
old Dominion
Total sales of stocks

Go-Ca- rt

.vp

COLFAX

PLAZA

Folding

UP TOR ONE

GO

OLD TOWN

t.:i
I"64
96

May coMon

American Sugar
Amalgamated (Topper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Atchison pfd
Anaconda
American locomotive
Italtimore and Ohio
Hrooklvn Rapid Transit
Canadian l'acitic
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Krie com
Ijoufavlllc and Nashville
Missouri J'acltlc
Mexican Central
National T.ead
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Iteadinir com
Itock Island
St. Paul
Southern l'acitic
Southern Railway
Tennessen Coal
I'nlon l'acitic

I

Mexico in Line.

ARTISTS

CHECK

IN THREE

DRILL

PMIPITCR
I

FF

Model Farmers Will be Established in

o

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Grat & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 87, Barnett build
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:

page mm.

UITIZEN.

TO GO INTO F ARMING

Albuquerque Is to have a new
wholesale house within the next few
weeks.
The. new firm Is to be known
as the live
Caseman comivany,
manufacturers and Jobbers of lumber, building materials, paint, glass.
etc. The men who are heading the
new firm are I. A. Iye and (1. A.
Kaseman, at present connected with
the Domingo Lumber company.
Humors have been heard about the
town for some time that such a firm
wa.s being contemplated, but nothing
could be learned to bear out the rumors until this afternoon, when Fred
Pye, a member of the tlrm. told a
Citizen reporter that such a company
had been organized. Owing to the
absence of Mr. I. A. IVye, the head of
the new lirm, and also of Mr. Kaseman. Mr. Fred Iye made the following statement:
"The purpose of the new wholesale llrm will be to manufacture a
strictly special line of builders sup- piles. In the way of glass, paint, lumber, etc.. and also to do u jobbing
business, and to act as agents for the
Domingo Lumber company. Whether
we will build a planing mill east of
the city or not Is n matter which 1
cannot say anything about, ulthough
It Is probable that we will."
The location of th new wholesale,
yet been
decided
house has not
Uxin.

MARKETS

TELEGRAPHIC

SHIM

QUERQUE

Waded Rio Grande and Walked Title of Site Must be In Hands New Firm Will Make Special;
ty of Builders' Supplies.
of Santa Fe by April 15.
From El Paso to
1.
May Build Planing Mill.
Work to Begin July
Albuquerque.

he and his companion walked all the
The other Jap
wav to Albiiiiuet'(iiie.
landed at Santa t'ruz, Mexico, and
at
Joined his atistoi ratic friend
Juarcr, Mexico. They tramped from
together.
to
the border
AlhuuerUe
The combined capital of the two was
sixtv cents.
This makes four Japanese taught
here within four days.

EVENING

l.iad

lull.

SM'lter .Market.
Iiciis. April H, Speller
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Mine Inspector Jo
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The demand for coal Is in no way
abated since the opening of spring
says the McKinley county republican.
linn of the coal companies of this
county within the past few days turn
ed dowa. nn order for 25,000 tons of
engine coal because of the fact that
It was simply Impossible to till the or
der, as there were so many aheail
Coal Is coal right now. some of the
big mining companies of the south
west are short of fuel supplies, anil
mining operations are being curtailed
In some of the copper camps In con
sequence. The inability of the rail
roads to handle the output of the coal
mines Is one if the reasons why the
market is short of a supply large
enough to meet the demand.
The
mines can take out the coal fast
enough, but the railroads can not
handle it as rapidly as It is mined

fields of Colfax county,
Itocky
Units,
states that the St.
Mountain and Pacific company has
acquired title to the coal areas of the
Maxwell land grant.
The magnitude of this single coal
Held may be realized when compared
wUh the great coal fields of Penn- sylvan la. The area of this single
ownership Is fully I0 per cen greater
than the combined area of all the
anthracite coal fields in Pennsylvania,
and live times as large as the entire
Louis,
The St.
Connelvllle basin.
Kocky Mountain and Pacific company
has built a Hue of railroad 120 miles
In length, connecting, with the Collar
rado and Southern at Des Moines, fc(
miles to the east, and vxtending west
from the mines forty miles to the
gold mining camps of the vicinity of
Kllzahethtown.
The coal fields of Colfax county
embrace the largest undisturbed area
of. coal lands In North America, and DR. CHAS. N. LORD IS
probably the largest undisturbed coal
lands In the world. Thes coal seams
are of especially great value on acSUED FOR DIVORCE
count of thelc excellent coking qualities, the constant increasing demand
for coke assuring a certain market
for the production of the mines.
A soil for divorce has been tiled in
Hie First Judicial district court of
Santa Fe county by Mrs. Marietta
Lord, a former resident of Santa Fe,
C.GI5E
but now living at Watertown, N. Y.
against her husband, llr. Charles N
a dentist.
The plaintiff makes
DIED AT LAS VEGAS Lord,
her plea for separation upon statu
tory grounds, anil seeks alimony of
$f0 a month, and the possession of
DeForrest und Nell
Cassius Cameron disc, one of the her two children,
The couple were married In
best known citizens of lis Vegas, died minors.
Watertown, N. Y., in IS'.ir., and lived
at his home In that city on Saturday. in
Fe up to two months ago.
The deceased had been ailing for the TheSanta
plaintiff's case is In the hands of
past two weeks and for ten days his
Corey
and Wlerllng, tutor
Strcbel.
condition had been serious.
of New York, and A. H. Kene
Mr. (Use's early days In New Mexi- neys an
attorney of Santa Fe.
co were spent in the employ of the ban.
Hrown Manzunares company, first 'it
lining I in si news Again.
Kl Moro and afterward U lis Vegas.
"When my friends thought I was
In 1902 he left the concern to assume
to
leave or this world.
about
the responsible posiiion of secretary account take
of indigestion, nervousness
of the Mutual nuihllug
liaii asso- und general
debility," writes A. A,
ciation, which he held at the time of Chlsholm, Treadwell,
N. Y., and when
was
He
utdlve
also
his death.
It looked as If there was no hope
various business and social lines
left, 1 was persuaded to try Klectrlc
the Meadow City, and his loss will
Hitters, and I rejoice to say that they
keenly felt by a large circle
are curing me. I am now doing busl
friends.
The funeral was held
uess again ns of old, and am still
day. Kev. J. S. Moore conducting the gaining
dally." Uest tonic medicine
service. Interment was made in t he 011 earth. Cuaranteed by all drug
Masonic cemetery.
f,
gists,
0i
to the coal
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317 and 319 South Second Street
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Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

eras

JUDGE A.

if

1

l Jt icier

Snvoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

C.

onvenience - Comfort - Security

G
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and Uie worries fewer.

jiio
telephone
p
your health, prolongs yen
and protects your borne.

YOU NEKD A TELEPHONE

IX YOCn IIOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

CRAWLAID AT REST

FORD

Accompanied by a host of friends.
J. Crawford
the body of Judge
was borne yesterday ifternoon to its
long rest in Fairvlew cemetery. The
funeral took place f' om the family
residence on Tijeias ivenue and the
Key.
wa
officiating del g ma.
Finest ti. Crawford f the Christian
Imprcsslveiiess
Additional
church.
was given to the ser lee through the
Presbyterian
presence of the Firs
choir, which render, d appropriate
musical selections. Ai. oiig those who.
attended were almost ill of the pub-of the older
lie officials and man
residents of Albuqiiei- Ue.
That the many yea :s which Judge
Crawford had lived it this coininun- Ity had been produ tlve of warm
friendships and that Ids loss will be
keenly felt by a large circle of friends
as well as by his Im mediately
My. was in evidence
the
en'lru proceedings.
.

Opinion

Another Shipment of

Crackers and
Cakes

Is Divided

regard to gome things,
nevr
to the excellence of the bat
meat mol
this tnarkot.

In

"

:'

Chops, Steaks, Roasts,
or anything else which yon boy from
can be set
as a settled fact that they're
the
best
to
be
had.
For
healthy
meat
u-- correct
prices, patronise this mar

ns and we deliver to you

ior

Just in.

Kit.

fc

I Uc shipments
iini-s'i- .
in
live weeks ti lls (ho story of uliy
lliey are so froli ami crisp.
helps us to Mil tlicm also.
Am you buying lliris- - packages
of Sim la Crackers for a quarter?
He sell them ul that price.

The Champion Grocery Co.
MATTECCCI BROS.

Tin-pric- e

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company

f.22-82-

vr.

W.

1

Tijcras

Ae.

Fboae St.

"THE

NEVER STALE

OBREADO,

YOUR GROCER HAS

IT

MOMCH H. WARD, Mgr.
I.011I- - Jensen.
Louis Jensen, 17 years of age. whv
came here three u.cks ago In search
or health, died
of tuberculieceased"
losis,
n 'he son of C A.
L. Jensen, of Mi Ciove, Iowa, who
accompanied hi- - - i to this point.
The body is at present at the Adams
undertaking parlor, on Kallroad ave.
hipped either lonue. ami will t
night or tomorf.A morning to th.
rrnent.
home tow n for i

315

FRENCH BAKERY

Marble- - Ave.

Telephone 206

2 CA9T RAIL

'

--

ten house for rent
roof, gisxl well. etc.
luiiiire al store.
I

wo-roo-

cheap;

kmmI

t .

ALWAYS

f RtdnIAiTY

OftOTCCTCO

ST

0. S. PATENT.

--

O

thing us your Job work. Pi 'i very lowest and the work vi!l
.jt.ci inspection ai; w here. .Itusiic-s, iid yulin.K i irds a spedal'y.

Territorial

1.1...,

"9 F.

Tomei & Brothers w.r. r.
Albuquerque's Leading Tailors

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more, looks

tb.4 longest, roost economical; full mea.-ur1'laMer,
BUILDINO
PAPER Always In gtoik.

best, wi

e.

Choice Line

.f

New Spring Goods on Hand.
Order Karly.

I'l;uc Your

Faint. Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.

FIRST STREET AND COA1. AVE. AUli

Lime, Cement.

yVFltyi E, XEV MEt

ALBUQUEKQUE

rAGB SIX.

FORMER

Reply to Evangelist Smith

t,

11

ta

his statements?
He nays: "rhrlsthin Science Is of
ihn tlevli." Accepting hs h foundation (Thrift! Jesus' statement. "Ve
halt know the truth nnd the truth
hull mnke you free." there follows,
ajt a reasonable conclusion, the argument that Ignorance of the truth Is
arrcftunlanle for the lost condition of
mankind, and Ignorance Is. therefore,
really the devil.
Mr. Smith's Interpretation of t'hrls-tlfcj- i
Science is not clearly stated In
thc report Riven, but he warns people to "pay no attention to the christian Kclenilst. who would tell them toa
"nme out of the church and accept
belief which tenches that there Is no
hell, and that sin Is only an illusion
has all
of mortal mind." "The devil Science
mtc.h In his grasp." Christian
In, as the name Indicates, scientific,
nd therefore a student immediately
realises that he can claim an understanding In Just the decree that he
omonstrate Its rules of practice.
For fourteen years the writer has
Xwvn a student of this teaching, and
while he does not claim impeccability from sin nnd thus a full escape
from hell, he enjoys wonderful freedom aa compared with the servitude
held Mm In homing before bethat
ginning the study of Christian

The standard that Christ Jesus established with authority was: "He ye
therefore perfect, even as your Father
In heaven Is perfect." All Christians
are working to this end, and would

II. M. MASON,

State I'uhlicat ion Committee.
Nashville. March 30.

What Is Your Alias?
Suppose

that

circumstances made manager of the hotel. Mr. Dean saw
the pest coming, but he was In a
corner and couldn't get away. He
sank down In a chair and waited patiently. The question with all of its
phrases, clauses and semicolons came.
A pause and Mr. Dean started to answer chiefly with "ers" and "amis."
"Quick," snapped the pest.
"D. J. Jones." was Mr. Dean's re-

yoa suddenly wish to give an assumed name,, says the Kansasa. City Time,a
hotel in
that after arriving at
ftrange city It occurred to you that
yon didn't want your presence known
and desired to register an assumed
name; that you were arrested, although Innocent of any charge, and
att the police station you desired to
escape notoriety by giving a name
not your own. Well what name

ply.

"of course!" exclaimed the human

would you give?
The question pest he, who had so
much joy asking person to describe
a. goatee was busy again lat night.
This time he had a long hypothetical
(location almost as long aa the million page question sprung by Jerome
In the Thaw case which he put
glibly to friends and stranger alike.
His first victim was John Mulloy.
ccJerk at the Hotel Italtimore.
When
he had finished his elongated hypoquery
names.
about
assumed
thetical
Mulloy was so tired that he couldn't

And Mulloy lrove His Theory.
"Why, why Hery Hery ," began
the hotel clerk, hesitatingly. "Quick
now," Interrupts the pest, with a snap
the conditions
of his fingers. "Under
In my question you wouldn't care to
stay or hesitate."
"Jack Smith." was the clerk's Instant reply.
"You're It Mulloy. That Is. you've
proved my theory. You ee w hen you
liut that hypothetical question to the
average person I suy average per-he'll always give some common
name like Smith. Yes. sir, ninety-nin- e
out of every hundred will do

T0JAFT
Immediate Choice Necessary
to Meet Senator's Attack
in Ohio.
Washington, April (. Events are
moving rapidly In the presidential
race. Uoosevelt has practically selected Taft as his choice In the con
test. Foraker has derided upon the
immediate opening of his campaign
f opposition In Ohio.
ago Uoosevelt
A week
had no
choice. He thought favorably of Taft,
In no
was
Cortelyou.
but
Itoot and
way committed to the support of any
of them. He was awaiting the trend
of events.
Foraker has so accelerated the
trend that the president Is forced to
make up his mine! and It Is reported
on good authority that he has al
ready decided to throw all his Influence to Taft. Itoot and Cortelyou
could hardly make the puce.
There are tactlcnl reasons as well
as Taft's qualifications In favor of his
selection. Ohio Is to be the. early battleground and Taft is beyond
all
question the man to lead the Uoosevelt forces there.
Foraker Is going ahead without accepting Taft's challenge or waiting for
acceptance of the one issued by him.
Kuch of the gladiators dared the other to fight it out at a primary elec
tion.
Foraker has his coat off and
will wade Into the fray next week
with a speech to be delivered at Can
ton. O. He has accepted two other
Invitations and will without delay en
large his list of appointments.
Formal headquarters have been
opened at Columbus by the Taft
boomers and the work of organiza
Hon in his interest is rapidly going
forwa rd.
Reports from Ohio Indicate that
the state Is taking on the condition
Bugles are call
of an army camp.
lug the political warriors to action
and they are rapidly lining up for
tne itgni.
Politicians who have an interest in
he financial side of campaigns an
ticlpate a good season. Foraker Is a
millionaire and, besides, it is expect
ed that the financial magnates oppos
eq to Uoosevelt will meet almost any
call made upon them for funds. Taft
not rich, but the wealth in his
brother's family exceeds $25,000,0011

one-tim-

that."

Over In one corner of the lobby the
bothersome man saw D. J. Dean,

The passage of the law removing
de- natured alcohol has started the amateur poets going.
John W. Yerkes,
the commissioner of Internal revenue, has been called upon to decide
who Is the poet laureate of Kentucky, as a result of his activity In
enforcing the provisions of the
Here Is a part
alcohol act.
of one of the poems that was submitted for his consideration:
'"I'm not afraid of chemists.
However skilled they be:
I'm tanked on good old Bourbon.
You can't denature me."

j
'

Another Kentucky poet who was
evidently confused as to the uses to
which denatured alcohol Is put, set
his thoughts to music.
The words
of the song, or part of them, follow:
"A julep's tang.
Will diminish the pang

MARCH ON

high-price-

Immigrants Pour
The present ruBh to Europe on part

f our summer tourlHta had txn

more than balanced by the influx of
aliens who come here to stay. There
was one day last week In which
1
were landed at Ellis Island. Two
ships of the North German Lloyd
brought over 3,000 alone. This rush
has naturally plafil havwc with the
.
authorities. It was possible by
however, to puss .'i.Toio through the
lines.
As the Immigrants
continue to come, it will take some
time before the government authortles
are up with their
on Ellis
work. The bureau established lit New
H.-05-

thc-in-

HOW DOES ROOSEVELT
STAND

WITH

In

I

M

POSTMASTER

FOR
I 'A IT.

Toledo, Ohio.

75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for

VOTERS?

The great interest manifested in
the east these days in tke nomination
of the next president is aptly shown
In the following circular letter which
is being sent out broadcast by the
New York Times In an effort to deter,
mine, no doubt, ltoosevelt's chances
for a third term:
Iiear Kir: Will you be good enough
to send to the Sunday editor of tho
'lime a few words giving your opinion as to whether President Uoosevelt is as popular atid as strong generally with the voters In your sec- lion as he was at the time of his election? Thanking you,
Very truly,
THE NEW YOIIK TIMES.
I'er C. M. Lincoln,

Sold by all Druggists.

W.

W.

CHIUU

MclM)VIJ

t F.1VKJS PENSION Ol" Slj
I'f.ll MONTH.

UK.

Washington, April 8. Advices from
the Philippines tell of governmental
c'litTlcultles because of one
Datto
Doclds, erstwhile Private Dodds, who
was for some ten minutes a member
of the nineteenth United States Infantry. Until Dodds Is dead or pacified they say there will be no peace
in the Malay part of the islands.
Once they were bending all their
fforts toward catching and hanging
Private Dodds. Just now they are
patiently trying to negotiate with him,
or so the story runs. Dodds was ordinary enough appearing army material
recruiting
when a serpent-tongue- d
sergeant enlisted him at Boston some
Shock-headeyears ago.
shambling
in his gait, Dodds attracted no attention on the transport beyond the
small notoriety of eating more and
drinking more awkwardly than the
rest.
But when he and his fellow rookies
landed at Manila the Massachusetts
factory hand kept right on marching
from the end of the gangplank,
through Manila and out toward the
violet green mountains, where lurked
the restless insurrecto.
Found Him In the Hills.
A searching
party found him nnd
took him back. It was not believed
he Intended to desert, so he was not
punished, but was sent with eighty-eigother recruits to join a battalion
of the nineteenth infantry, then stationed In Cebu. Dodds glanced into
his tent and kept on going. Another
searching party looked in vain for
hini and it was supposed he had been
killed by natives. A little later there
was a night attack by natives and the
voice of Dodds was heard urging the
enemy to their work. Time and again
this occurred and Dodds always managed to get away.
Why Dodds Joined the Insurgents
has never been explained. He may
have been inoculated before enlistvirus
ment with the
of Edward Atkinson and other lloston
may
It
or
Agulnuldo,
have
friends of
been some heritage of Norse pirate
blood that blossomed In his brain unThe deeper
der the Oriental sun.
mystery Is how the untutored factory
people and
barbaric
a
mastered
hand
a more barbaric language in so short
d,

Who is Poet Laureate of Kentucky
the Internal revenue tax from

ior.

dlil it happen, his eclipse entirely through his own or the fault of
others, or Just through the fickle per-

....

How

versity of fortune Would he gladly
live the past sixteen years over again
If such a thing were possible?
Has
he found horse racing and the gaining thereof a social evil or the reverse? What, to reieat,doi-he say
about It nil?
Seeking an answer to these queries,
a visitor found the protean jockey
manuangel,

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus, $ioo,voo

s

INTEREST

facturer,

ofYork In a
fice overlooking P.roadway and Forty-secon- d
street.
Though hardly big enough for the
average man to change his mind In,
the diminutive nfTice was big enough
for J. Tod Simla who, on his own
smiling admission, Is as little as ever,
if not so loud.
His scant fifty-nin- e
Inches and
ninety-nin- e
pounds the scales say so
oddly contrasted by a cigar of
.were
full voting size and strength.
His
ft'ee.
under carefully-croppe- d
and
carefully parted
dark hair, was
drawn and corrugated, without having entirely lost the power of smiling.
other than a plain gold ring, no
flare or .twinkle of lewelrv wnn rpvpnl.
ed between the left-ovscarf and the
mlniutlve shoes.
There was a tensity to his grip, on shaking hands,
that confirmed his claim to an unimpaired ability in piloting the
thoroughbred.
Otherwise little about the Tod Sloan of today suggests the throneless Jockey king.

ALLOWED

SAVINGS
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With Amp's; Maana and
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Unturpatttf Facilities,
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Iron-Jaw-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strtckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A, M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

DEPOSITOR!:

question mark. And Mr. Dean had
to listen to the usual "ninety-nin- e
out of a hundred."
Also the pest
added:
"And It's funny that a man will
give his first name."
Judge J. ( Tarsney was victim No.
3.
When the pest was through with
hirn Judge Tarsney had given the
name of J. C. Jones, which he quickly changed to J. C. Johnson.
Hut ( liier Hayes Wax Alert.
liut as usual the intolerable man
"met his Waterloo."
He stopped
John Hayes, chief of police.
The
pest had scarcely regained his breath
after putting the question before the
head of the police department calmly
rt plied:
"Jason 55. Flagwold."
Just like that right off the bat!
The pest, dejected, his head drooping, ambled north on lialtlmore avenue. Hut when he was out of hearing the chief took occasion to remark: Great Socialist Says Country
"But he's right at that. He
shouldn't have tackled me, though.
Is Ripe For Campaign
Don't I see these poor fellows try to
give assumed names every day? And
of Education.
If they're not crooks and are really
Innocent of any charge, don't they
iwu
Herniate hjiu siammer over
New York. April 8. Jacob Sechler
the names 'Jones,' 'Smith,' 'Johnson,'
or soma other commonplace name? Coxey, of the Coxey army or 1SH4, Is
Manning another great national cru
It's always so."
sade on new and sensational lines and
he may commence operations
tho
present year. It all depends on the
outcome of his Investments, which
now
look
exceedingly promising
Since he went through bankruptcy
two years ago he has been engaged
in retrieving his fortune.
Mr. Coxey, the erstwhile general of
the Commonwealth army, was In New
York several days ago and said:
I expect soon to be worth several
Of an old man's dream of yore.
million dollars and am preparing to
When meadows were green
up my campaign of education
take
And the brook flowed between
where I was forced to leave it several
The hills he shall climb no more: years
ago. I shall conduct this cam
Hut the drink of luck
paign on new and original lines, and
For a youth of pluck
way
in a
that will be certain to atWho can gaze in the eye of fate.
I
Is the good, edd whisky of old tract the attention of the nation.
will
travel
with an entire train of cars
Kalntuck,
and a tent capable of seating many
And you always drink it straight.
and my coming will be ad" thousands
Chorus.
vertised in advance exactly like a
"old straight whisky, that Is the great circus. I will also carry with
drink of life
me a complete company
d
or
Consolation, family, friends and wife.
performers who will furnish
Make your glasses ready,
entertainment for the crowds during
I'our three fingers steady;
the hours when I am not speaking, so
Drink good luck to Kentucky's old that Coxey day will be a general holiwhisky straight."
day for miles around every town I
Commissioner Yerkes will withhold visit.
for the present his decision as to
"This country Is becoming ripe for
who is the champion poet of Ken- Just such a great movement. The In
tucky. He is of the opinion that dications all point that way.
Look
there will arise other aspirants for at Uoosevelt. In some respects he Is
the honor.
more radical than I ever dared to be,
and he is the head of the great con
servative party of the country.
In
my crusade I shall advocate my
bond plan, which
would furnish an elastic currency that
would forever banish the danger of
money stringency, as It would allow
slates, municipalities and townships
to utilize and legalize their own
credit. I would also advocate the
government ownership of public utili
York for the purpose of diverting Im- ties."
migration to the southern states n
There Is more Catarrh In this section
far us a public enterprise is concerned, Is practically out of existence. of the country
all other disease
, ana than
inu
until the last lew years
David Uoblnson, who was In charge, was togoini-rto be Incurable. For a
has entered the service of the govern great supposeu
many
doctors pronounced It
ment at Ellis Island. The cause of a local diseaseyears
and prescribed local remthe failure was the lack of support edies, and by constantly falling to cure
given the bureau by the various with local treatment, pronounced Incur- science naa proven
to
slates. In place of it. there is a bu auie.
a constitutional disease anacatarrh
therefore
rtau which is seeking to establish a be
requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's
truck garden farm near
Cure, manufactured by K. J.
Atlanta and also to sell to Immigrants Catarrh
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
on easy terms farms In other sections const itutlonal cure on the market.
or the south. It la. of course, quite Is taken Internally la doses from It
10
to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
nouoiiui wneiner this scheme will Ht drops
me
mucous
mi
or
uiooa
anii
surfaces
the
tract the foreigners.
system. They offer pne hundred dollars
fur any case it fails to cure. Bend for
circulars and testimonials.
Address;
V. 1. CllENKT & C.,

TO

i

MOMlW, APUlf,

ALBUQUERQUE
Todhunter Sloan, once the pre
mier Jockeys of the racing world, pro.
lege of King Edward VII., associate
or princes, nnd as much at ease among
European nobles and American no
tables ns In a featherweight saddle,
who, beginning at New Orleans in
1X89, rode from oblivion Into nil nil- nunl Income of $100,000 or more
the greatest Income ever pocketed by
i
Jockey for some time has been
broken In purse and spirit, and today
be Is thankful for a $0 weekly stipend, says a special from New York.
When, a short time ago, this once
peerless jockey admitted on oath that
Ins income was barely $50 a week.
and that furthermore, he was really
many thousand dollars poorer than
Job. In the eyes of the law, the rending and racing publics of two conti
nents were surprised astonished.
For even In an age of sudden rises
and ruins, Americans In legion are
Men Tod Sloan comti momberlng
manded as muc h notice as a prince or
a president.
Ilis movements were
with scrupulous attention to
detail, and the mere announcement
that he was to ride a certain
noroughbred in a certain event on a
certain day Insured a grancl standing
attendance at tint fortunate track.
Hut those an' memories which the
e
royal jockey has put behind
him Just as he Is striving to forget
a few of the ways Ills once corpulent
bank account vanished Into thin nir.
What does lie say about it? Has
lie regrets, resentments,
resolutions?
.1.

GENERAL COKEY

escape.

CITIZEN.

FROM $100,000 A YEAR
TO $50 A WEEK

ROOSEVELT
they not be laboring In vain If Jn.
with all Its hell, could not he over
come by the knowledge nf truth?
The musician declare music to be
perfect harmony, and while a sense
of music subjects to every conceivable
discord seems strongly In evidence,
the musician recognizes It as devoid
of principle, having no authority and
therefore unreal when submitted to
the understanding of music.
Christ Jesus taught a way of living
that would lend a mortal to the divine heights of being perfect, and
while during His earthly career sin.
sickness and death seemingly resigned. He, by His works through the
operation of truth, healing the sick,
reforming the sinner anil raising the
dead. proved a life In which the
counterfeit held no part.
Those unacquainted with the teachings of Christian Science, as a rule,
turn to this source for physical healing, and their withdrawal from former church connections does not
come about by virtue of prnselytlsm.
hut as the result of benefits' establishing solid conviction.
"The love of
Mr. Smith says:
Christ in the heart displaces the sin.
which Is a real thing and not a morFrom
tal thought or an illusion."
one must conclude
this statement
that If the love of Christ In (lie heart
displaces sin. then sin cannot be real
In the light .of truth.
Tile love of
Christ could not remove from one's
consciousness the fact that 'i plus 2
equals 4, or any other fact. Former ministers who are now studying
and practicing Christian Science are
admitting that their outgrown misconceptions of Christian Science were
"of the devil."

To The t'hattnnnnjtn Times.
In a recent issue of your puprr
there appeared excerpts from a sermon by Hutch K. Smith, the evnnee-Uwand us he referred to Christian
manner misleading to
BrJorx'o In
your renders, will you be so kind n
to publish the following correction

EVENING

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION'.
Department of the Interior, Land
at Santa Fe. N. M., March 26,

Olltce
1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Palle, of Laguna, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final five-yeRaymond Sanchez has been an
proof In support of his claim,
pointed postmaster at Chilill. Berna viz.:
Homestead entry No. 6842.
lillo county.
made February 12, 19U2, for the d
The following pensions have been H NW 4 section 28, township 6 N,
range S W, and that said proof will
granted:
Kncarnacion 8. le Serranok. Park be made before SUvestre Mirabel, U.
View, l per month, from September S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
N. M., on May 6, 1907.
.'tt. 1U5.
He names the following witnesses to
William W. McDonald, Albuquer
que, 112 per month, from March 1 prove his continuous residence upon,
1!07.
and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Marlon Chanlland, of Fort Hayard Chark-- Carr. Iorenzo Romero, Juan
$17 per month, from
January 2 l"aJle. Jo.se M. Caco, all of Lacuna,
N. M.
iut'7.
MANUEL H. OTERO.
o
If you want anything on earth, you
Register.
get
can
signs,
It
Kent,"
through
"Rooms for
Card
the want columns
'Board," etc., for sale at the office of or Hie Evening Citizen. We get re- Car Ijoad of up t. date furniture
"S'he Evening Citizen.
suits.
due to arrive this week ul Futrelle's.
ar

bull-necke- d,

dull-eye-

d,

deep-cheste- d,

ht

a time. The soldiers of the nineteenth
rejoiced when peace fell on Cebu and
the Insurgents agreed, as one of their
terms, to surrender the white renegades and deserters among them. At
last the outraged infantrymen would
get their hands on Dodds, and a halter too, but he was not among the
renegades surrendered.
Hp lk'cnme a Man of Power.
While the exact movements of
Dodds from this pednt are a mystery,
he Is supposed to have fled by banca
or lorcha to Mindanao or Sulu. Subsequently he turned up in the household of Datto Tantung, on Tawl-Taisland, where he was safd to have
married a daughter of that potentate
and to have been inltiuted by him and
to have been raised to the rank of
past master among dattns.
At any rate. Dodds wore the silk
drawers, silver embroidered vests and
arsenal sash of the Malays, did a little cautious pirating with his adopt?d
nation, perhaps, and was satisfied to
ue separated from civilization and the
cocktail, which, as George Ade says,
follows the flag. Dodds had the making a good I'tah Mormon of the last
generation. It seems, because in all
his wanderings the native institution
which he adopted first was the harem.
And everywhere he was the most
unreconstructed
of all the rebels
aginst his mother country.
In time
the deserter came to acquire something like belligerent right and privilege of treating with American authority like other dattos.
When They CatoH 1cm1Ih.
Hut the army has never lost Its
desire to catch Datto Dodds In a fight
where the fierceness of the onslaught
will make it convenient to overlook
giving quarter. And Datto Dodds
reciprocates by stirring up the Malays whenever expeditions and treaties
have calmed them down to something
like peace. Just now he is kicking
up trouble again.
Meanwhile, this hairy ouf of a New
England factory town, silken clad,
baibarnusly hung with pearls and
weapons, reigns like a king or a
feudal lord in an Arabian night's setting, with the soft southern seas murmuring about his island and a host
brown-face- d
subjects
of fierce-eyebowing at his big feet.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT
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R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDS
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Prealdent
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Cashier
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Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchlsoi, Topeka 4 Slot Pe
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Railway Campaay

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking
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assurance on our part

that it will be kept
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"
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Remember Them
(ly John

Tralnor.)
1.
Hemember that work is only
a means, character Is the end.
11.
That sincerity Is the foundation of al honest work.
3. That sorrow Is the price most
men pay for lasting attainments.
4. That you label your own work.
5. That no one can noia you down
if you are determined to succeed.
6. That every man Is destined to
do something worth while.
7.
That seven roads lead to Home.
x. That most people Judge you by
lirst Impression.
9.
That few men succeed until
they try.
10. That hard work Is no small
part of genius.
11.
That It takes longer to say
kind words than those that cut.
12.
That the only way to keep
your credit good Is by paying your
debts.
13.
That it Is easier to do good
work than poor, if you once learn
how,

14.
That the more difficult things
are to accomplish, the more worth
while.
15.
That a sensible employer il
more anxious to push you ahead than
to hold you down.
16. That you are one link In a
great chain.

BLOOD

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

That ambition develops, sel
fishness thwarts, body and mind.
18.
That rules are necessary to a
business as laws are for right gov
ernment.
19.
That you can't learn every
thing In a day.
20.
That the fact that you are
being employed Is a promise of good
work.
21.
That your boss often appre
ciates your work but doe not nnd
17.

time to tell you so.
22.
That times progress and meth
ods change.
2.3.
That it is legitimate to talk
about your goods as long as you tell
the truth.
24.
That there is only one way
to sell goods; place them in the mar
ket to advantage.
2 5.
That many a man might seek
you as a customer If he could find
you out.
26.
That only cowards are afraid
to venture.
27.
That even angels are impa
ticnt once In awhile.
2S.
That It Is foolish to hear a
grudge. Unkind feelings are not
marketable.
2. That It pays to dress well
even In business.
30.
That every workman thinks
If he were the boss he would act dif
ferently.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

taw

The Best Line

CHAN

of flooring, ceiling, wainscoting, partition and other lumber In hard and
soft woods, shingles, lath, etc., Isn't
always that marked at the lowest figures. But when it comes to counting
up the cost for two or three year at
a stretch, we guarantee that you'll
agree with us that ours is the beet line
of lumber In this vicinity.

LINE
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L. B, PUTNEY

CURE YOURSELF AT HOME

Most persons who are afflicted with Contagious Blood Poison hesitate to
go to a physician for several reasons. In the first place the expense ii
heavy, und they know that the inevitable treatment will be mercury and
potash, strong minerals that act with disastrous effects on the delicate parts
cf the system, and which do not, after all, really cure the disease. What
they want is a safe, reliable treatment that can be taken at home and a perfect cure made of this loathsome disorder without unnecessary exposure or
expense. Such a remedy is S. S. S. it is the only medicine that goes down
to the very bottom of the trouble and drives out the last trace of the poison
so that there are never any signs of its return. It does not contain a particle
of mineral in any form, and after removing the disease from the circulation
builds up every part of the system by its fine vegetable tonic properties.
S. S. S. attacks the trouble at its head and
not only permanently cures the disease for
the one afflicted, but so purifies the blood that
future offspring is insured against infection.
S. S. S. may be taken in the privacy of your
home and a perfect cure made of this hateful
and loathsome trouble. For the assistance of
PURELY VEGETABLE
those who are curinc themselves with S. S. S.
we have prepared a special book on Contagious lilood Poison which eontaii i
instructions of great value to all blood poison sufferers. We will be glad
to send a copy of this book free, and if additional instructions or advice
Id wauled, ouf physicians will furnish it without charge.
WE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.

"OLD RELIABLK."

ESTABLISHED 1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the larg.st and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

0000C0OwCOw
THE

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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leged giving of rebates on grnln. His
testimony was much Interrupted by
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Post
cold.
Rubber Strip Around Doors
makes it air tight. Just a few
of the ninny features of the
Baldwin KefrlKerator ask us
about the others. It's a iiliix
ure to show them.

mil

i

W. V, Frutrelle

..Xs

Co.
Pnone 376

Furniture

Cot. Ccal and 2nd

stock and for their return to the
point of shipment.
of refunding the
"The practice
price of tickets purchased by buyers
of livestock Is wholly unwarranted by
the act to regulate commerce. and
must be stopped, and all tariffs covering such refunds must be canceled." is the mandate of the Interstate
eemmeree commission.
"There Is mi more reason why a
man making a trip to buy livestock
should have his fare refunded than
a man who goes to New York to buy
stock of merchandise," said an eastern traffic official. "The commission
could not tolerate such a scheme of
the western roads, and I am amazed
that they had the hardihood to try
It "

RAILROADS TO
HAVE UNIFORM

BOOKS
Five Accountants
Have About Completed
Work In Topeka.

Twenty

contending arguments.
District Attorney Haupt. appearing
for the government!, declared that,
although a carrier may state to the
whole world n departure from the
published rate, It is illegal until the
rate Is stated In compliance with the
law. "We are not trying iv question
of discrimination,"
he said, "but a
rebate, and the whole thing narrows
down to one point was a rebate given such as Is forbidden by the Interstate commerce law?"
WAHAsll COMPANY
AD.HSTS WAGKS.
Ih'catur, III.. April 8. Wabash ma.
not
did
chlnlsts and blacksmiths
strike, in accordance with the ultimatum.
Word was received from
General Manager Miller that wages
o
cents per
would be Increased
hour. The new order Is expected to
take effect May 1. Machinists and
blacksmiths will get thirty cents an
hour.
The section men of the Wabash
have been granted an Increase In pay
of fifteen cents per day.
Hereafter
they will draw fifteen cents an hour,
or $1.50 per day. Instead of $1.35.
KeHrts of a strike among the men
are denied, although there has been
considerable dissatisfaction concerning the former scale.

t.l I F MM:
CIIAHiT.lt IN TKXAS.
Austin. Tex.. Nprll 6. The charter
of the Kansas City, Oklahoma a Gulf
Railway company was filed Wednesday.
It has a. capital stock of
and Is to build a railroad from
Athens, Henderson county. Texas, to
a point on the Hed river ill Umar
county, where It will connect with the
Oklahoma division of the road, which
Is now under construction.
The Texas line Is to he 120 miles long.
The
general oflices are Ht Athens.
The
incorporators are: A. C. Springs, of
K.
Mo.;
Owens,
City,
of
John
Kansas
Wills Point; John W. Davidson, of
Grand Saline; John A. I'nderwood, K.
Kvans,
K. Hlorker and W. S.
of
xow
vi:sri:it
Honey Grove; J. T. Iirue and J. H.
firemen.
with
I.
of
speciul
Wofford.
Athens;
Chicago, III., April 8. The
Jalonlck. of
committee of the General Managers' Dallas.
association that has been negotiating
with the conductors and trainmen of
What Is said to be the largest
car ever built has been comthe western roads for wage increases,
has prepared to continue ,its confer- pleted at the Say re shops of the
ences with the committee
Valley, and placed In service.
of the
Brotherhood of LoAiiiollve Firemen, It Is too feet long, has four trucks
who have been awaiting the outcome with thirty-tw- o
wheels, and weighs
0
of the struggle that has engrossed the 250,0110 pounds. In building It
attention of the officials for the last
rivets were used. Its length Is
six weeks. It Is understood that the three times that of an ordinary car.
firemen have received a proposition which has only two trucks and eight
of certain concessions on the part of w heels.
the managers, and It is believed that
The section men on the Wabash
the differences will be speedily adjust- north and east of Decatur went on
ed. It Is said that the firemen will strike
because their demand for
receive the same advances that were higher wages was not heeded. They
given the trainmen.
.claim the Increased cost of living
By the settlement with the train- makes it almost Impossible for them
men and conductors and with the en- - to exist on the present scale.
ginemen and switchmen previously, it
is estimated that the pay rolls of ttie KXf alXKKItS AND Kilt KM FA t.KT
three classes of employes have been IXCKKASK OX THK ItIO GltANDi:
Increased nearly $10,000,000 a year
Announcement was made last week
manby the action of the general
that the Denver and ltlo Grande rail
agers in granting the demands of the way and committees representing the
men.
One hundred thousand em- brotherhoods of locomotive engineers
ployes are affected by the increased and of locomotive firemen, after sevwages.
eral weeks' negotiations have agreed
on a new scale of wages, and that
1
onn
were signed by the man
Mio.
ok it. A VIo.I. KOAI MEW contracts
agers of the road and the representa
It
Baltimore. April 6. A complete re- tives of the brotherhoods last night.
adjustment of the pay roll of the H. A. Kngineers receive an Increase of 7 Vi
working con
0. railroad was put into effect April per cent and improved
1, as a result of which there will be ditions, and the tire men
also gain
an annual Increase in the amount satisfactory concessions.
paid to employes of from $:,!00,000
K. o. Hrown has been appointed as
to $3,000,000.
The llgures are official.
The H. & O. was not one of night yardmaster for the Santa Fe as-at
those roads which granted a straight San Bernardino und will at once
He had for some
10 per cent Increase, but since the sume his duties.
in charge of the Harstow
llrst of the year It has been quietly time beenGeorge
yards.
Cassldy,
who has
adjusting salaries of the various debeen In charge of the yards nights,
part ments.
will
engine
position
foreas
a
take
President Murray, in speaking of
the Increase, saiil that the road, in- man on the day shift, it being imposstead of making a horl.ontal advance, sible for him to longer continue night
has rewarded those employes most work.
faithful and deserving with proporJohn Peat, chief clerk in the store
tionate Increases of wages and sal- department
the Santa Fe shops in
aries. He also pointed out that the this city, hasofbeen
transferred fo Toadvance adds to the expense of the peka, Kan., and assigned
company, und makes it obligatory eral storekeeper's office. In the genit to add to Its revenues accorduiu
ingly, although this alone Is not the
Cured of Illiciimatlsm.
only justification he finds for the adMr. Wni. Henry of Chattanooga,
vance In transportation rates which Tenn., had rheumatism
In his left
the If. & ()., in connection with other arm. "The strength seemed to have
roads, has ordered.
He justified the gone out of the muscles bo that iv
advance on the ground of the general was useless for work," he says. "I
heavy increase In expenses which applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
railroads all over the country are en- wrapped the arm in flannel at night,
countering, Including the increase in and to my relief I found that the pain
cost of freight locomotives, switching gradually left me and the strength
engines and passenger locomotives returned.
In three weeks the rheuand other equipments.
matism had disappeared and has not
since
returned."
If troubled with
PENNSYLVANIA TWO-CENrheumatism try a few applications of
1.
1.
SIGN
RAILWAY FARE III
Fit. Pain Balm. You are certain to be
Harrisburg. Pa., April 8. Governor pleased with the relief which It afStuart has signed the two-cefare fords. For sale by all druggists.
bill. After September next the maxKOIIT BAYARD N. M., MARCH 26
imum charge for railroad fares In
Pennsylvania will be two cents a mile, 1M07. Seuled proposals In triplicate
28, -for constructing approximately
and there will be no "extra-fartrains, unless the railroad companies 000 feet of cement gutters and aide
post,
will be received
are permitted to construe the law In walks at this
such a way as to make the extra fare here until 11 a. m. May 1, 1907. and
apply to the privilege of riding in then opened. Information furnished
reserves
parlor or sleeping cars.
The legis- on application. United States
or reject any or all
lature will probably pass the bill ex- right to accept
Knvel-npe- s
any
part
proposals
or
thereof.
empting railroads under fifty miles in
containing proposals should be
length to two-cerestriction.
endorsed "flutters and Sidewalks"
and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
FREIGHT AGENT TESTIFIES
IX GRAIN KATE CASK. tjuartermaster.
Minneapolis, Minn.. April 8. FredOur ItOl'GIl VHX work aon'i have
erick C. Glfford, commercial freight
agent for the Chicago, St. Paul, Min- to be washed over. Imperial Launneapolis & Omaha railroad during dry Co.
1H04 and 1901 and who is indicted
with the road in the case involving
To Clileken Feuters.
rebates given to the Spencer Grain
Mausard'a Mills are selling good
company, testified relative to the al wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
OKLAHOMA

A

$125,-Oim-

i.

mvji:kk
treating

all-ste- el

railroad state-

da mill after July
ment will be much less complicated
thaji at present and it will be possible
tell as
for minority stockholders to of
the
much about the disposition
earnings of roads as it now is for the
date
the
On
parties In control.
named the uniform system of accounting prescribed by the Interstate
commerce commission will go into
effect, and it will be incumbent on ail
the roads to adopt it, whether they
urn nt to or not.
expert
A committee of twenty-fiv- e
accountants has been at work for
of
some time, under the supervision
the commission, preparing a system
to be universally followed. This
has about completed Its labors
best
and la said to have supplied thewhich
system of railroad accounting
it to possible to devise.
At the head of this c.mmlttee is
Adams, or Hie
Expert Accountant
commission, who is declared to bd
without a peer In the matter ofonrailits
In carrying
road accounting.
work the committee has kept in close
touch with the railroad companies
and lias ascertained their views and
wishes regarding every question on
which a diflerence of opinion could
exist. The utmost harmony has been
preserved, and the system to be
adopted will be as agreeable to the
roads as it will be satisfactory to
everyone Interested in the matter of
There has not
railroad accounting.
uriaen the slightest friction iluriiiij
the progress of the work.
Perhaps the most prominent feature of the new system is its uniforUnder it every railroad will
mity.
keep its accounts in exactly the same,
way as every other railroad, so that
every Hem will mean exactly the same
thing in regard to the operations of
the roads.
The item of operating expenses. Tor
example, will include exactly the
same expenses on the .Southern Pacific as it does on the Great Northern,
and when the term "net earnings" i"
used tt will mean on the Kock Island exactly what it does on the
Central.
The utmost diversity
of methods has been In vogue In thesv
respects heretofore, and In Itself this
fact has opened wide the door for al!
kinds of juggling in railroad accounting.
The new plan is to rule not only
in respect to interstate commerce,
but in respect to the conduct of local traffic. It will be a much simpler
matter, hereafter, for state boards of
equalixation to arrive at a proper Idea
of the value of railroad property subject to taxation than heretofore, and
the cause for much suspicion and accusation will be removed. Indirectly
the new system may do much to restore public confidence in ruitroit I
honesty.
1

com-mltte-

e

New-Yor-

LEAVES SANTA I K
FOK I". V. X l. '.
Kan., April H. George
Ottawa.
Siemantel, general foreman of the
Santa Fe shops here, has accepted
the position of general master mechanic of the Fort Worth & Denver
1tjr railway, with headquarters at
Childress, Tex.
sir. Siemantel has been urged to
report for duty at the earliest possible moment but will not be able to
leave before April 12 or 15.
He was offered the position some
to Itis
time ago but in deferent'
present employers had been considering propositions from them to remain
with the company. The Fort Worth
4c Denver City company was equally
determined to secure his services and
made an offer that he could not afford to decline. The position is one
of great importance and with It goes
a salary far In advance of anything
paid in the north for officials of equal
grade.
Mr. Siemantel
will have entire
charge of the mechanical ami oar departments of the road with headquarters at Childress, where are located
the main shops of the company, lender his Jurisdiction are other and
smaller shows, respectively at Fort
Worth. Wichita Falls. Amarillo and
Texliue, four divisions in all.
He came to Ottawa fourteen years
ago from Topeka as foreman of the
Santa Fe erecting shops, whieh position he held for two and a half years.
He was then made general foreman.
On the departure of Master Mechanic
Mitchell to take charge of the shops
it Chanute, Mr. Siemantel was given full charge of the shops here, redlining, however, his Idle of general
loreman.
The name of Mr. Sieinantel's ui
i essor bus
not been announced.
--

i:ii.Knns mist
not tiivi:
i:i:itn:s.
Chicago. April
Some
of
the
8.

western railroads have been warned
by the interstate commerce commission that they have lolaled the act
to regulate commerce by refunding
the fares paid by men making trips
to purchase livestock. The railroads

promised to refund the price paid for
tickets if the livestock buyer shipped
his stock within a reasonable luur
over their lines.
Realizing that it was a plan not
provided for by t lie section of the
law regarding rebates or refunds, the
lailrouds sought to escape legal natality for following it by Incorpoi at
mg in their freight tariffs a clause to
:he effect that the rates quoted would
ncluile the price for tlanspoil.u i.ei
of bujers of cattle, as Well as the
nee transportation which the law pro- le may lie given to persons aclna!- .
hi puieiit s of live
accompanying
--
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TRUSTS ROASTED
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Are You on the Lookout

For Summer Comfort?

CHAIRMAN

17 'S

KNAP P

8

How Wealth Has Been Accu- mulated Out of Public

Franchises.
(Hy William A. Knupp.)
We are constantly reminded of the

HERE GALORE!

We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Summer Suits at
$12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6

- gross Inequality In the distribution of
wealth, and see In the farts of every
day life much cause for dissatisfaction
in this regard. We feel tolerably sure
that a more equable division of property would be a great social and economic benefit. If this be desirable, as
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
I
think it is, how can it be brought
about except by withdrawing from
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we canprivate enterprise those activities of a
public nature whereby great fortunes
not show in a style to please you. Come, see.
are and have been acquired?
There is no honest way of getting
In connection with an industry conWashington
ducted by the public. If the
were acquired by the .state and
conducted as a government monopFashioned Apparel
making
oly, the
for
opportunity
Fine Clothing and Furnishings.
THt WASHINGTON OO
money In that field would of course
disappear.
Granted that this might
work In some cases against Individual
success, yet on the whole might It
$200 REWARD.
ltltton by a Spider.
not prove a needful corrective of presThrough blood poisoning caused by
ent tendencies, and thus Indirectly but
a
bite, John Washington, ot
spider
Is
offered
for the capture ot
centainly lead to a better, because
llosqueville, Tex., would have lost his
Pettlne, the murderer of Benemore even distribution of the nation's
leg, which became a mass of running detto Berardinelll.
Crime wu txm
wealth?
soreR. hnd he not been persuaded to mltted In Albuquerque Monday. Fak
Consider, for example, what has octry Itucklln's Arnica Salve. He writes: ruary 4,
curred within the last few yeiys. In
"The llrst application relieved, and
Monday and Tuesday
C. A. and q. GRANDE
the street railway service of cities.
four boxes healed oil .the fsores'
The recent substitution of electricity
every
Heals
sore.
25c
at
all
for animal power furnished an opportunity which a few foresaw, and they
have been greatly enriched by exW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
and CURE tmi LUNCO
ploiting a public franchise. That the
public has had the benefit of much
Operatic
Tlic
tireat Siiertnciilnr
hi Iter service without Increased cost
LIVE BY, SALE, FEED AND
WITH
Comedy
is beside the present question.
TRANSFER STABLES.
The point is that had those franchises not been granted, had they reHorses and Muls Bought and
of the public
mained the posse-wiothe great fortunes made in street
railroading would have been imposs0NSUMPTI0M
Price
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
ible
OUGHSanl
80a $1.00
Second Street, between Railroad and
It may be better as It Is; the muOLDS
Or
Frt Trial.
Copper Avenue.
nicipal ownership of street tailroiids
might not have been a financial sucand,
Quickest Cure for all
Surest
cess or a p'ibllc blessing, but a small
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBgroup of persons would not have bee'i
BACK.
MONEY
or
LES,
able fo accumulate unusual wealth.
DEVOES READY PAINT
It, in the long run. It makes for
One Gallon Cover 000 Sqnare Feet.
D
the gtneral welfare to prevent the
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
quick and easy making of private forBy
Given
NOTTS PENNYROYAL P1LL&
Stop
tunes in connection with a public serLast Five Years.
excourse
vice, what other
remains
They overcome Weaki, fcw
11. P.!
461,
No.
IOdge
Albuquerque
cept to emancipate all forms of pub- O. B.
and banish " pain rl mwtras
408 Wsl Railroad Avaaua
lic service from the domain of private
llun." 1 hey ai
MvtV'
womanhtHMi. mM4i
enterprise?
1or1r1st
o
vHopment of
and hvy.
aj
remerfy for vwdm
fc
them, t antto
o harmIll
50
in
Cast
K. pninrt a plronnr. VI
the
People
50
BASE BALL TIPS
MOTTCHEaiXCAL JO- TOM lAhX BY
ANN A &QN.
TO YOUNGSTERS Magnificent Scenery, lleuiiUfiil Cos- DON J. RANKIN & CO.
t umcs, Novel Elcctrlcnl F.ffeols.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B3TAT
LOANS.
B
A base ball player's most vulunbl"
Automatlo Phone 411.
I0
asset Is his ability to hit thu bull. Tickets
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulidlaa
Great hitters ure born, not made, but
any lad can improve his oattlng averNOTICE OF SPECIAL FLECTION.
age by trying a few different methods.
The great fault with all youngsters By Authority "t the City Council or
Is that they are afraid of the opisis-In- g
tlio City of Albuquerque, N. M.
rmm
pitcher. Not afraid of his abilINBURANGm
Is hereby given that an elecNotice
ity, mind you, but a little timid about
Secretary Mutual Building Aswscaa
being hit with a pitched ball.
This tion will be held In the city of Albutlon. Ofllce at 21? West Rallraa
ame tlmldness is what makes batters querque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
OJrVT
avenue.
weak.
That Is what gives you the May 4, 1907, between the hours of
AND THE BILL
habit of "pulling away from the 9 o'clock a. in. and 6 o'clock p. m., will OFH WORK
comparison
voting
stund
following
with
day,
the
best
the
suld
at
All the great hitters stand of
ball."
of 'em. The work Is as near perfecvery close to the plate and step di- places:
tion as humans can attain the price
First Ward CHy Hall.
rectly toward the pitcher when the
therefor as cheap as nnybody should
Ward Office of Chus. expect.
Second
Frank Chance, one
ball Is thrown.
We do all kinds of sanitary
avenue.
of the best hitters In trie National Chadwiek & Co., on Gold
plumbing and gas fitting, and charge
Third Ward Otllce of E. H. Dun- you
league, hugs the plate so closely that
immoderately.
Let us estithe umpire often orders him to step bar, corner of Third street and Gold mate not
with Raube and Mauser
on your next necessity In our
When you cease avenue.
back a few Inches.
Office, 115 North First 8a.
line.
Fourth Ward At office of George
to step toward the outside of the hatALBUQUERQUE, IV. M.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
ter's box, you will find that your bat- B. Craig. Justice of the p ace, South
RALPH DUNBAR.
Ilemember thut Third street.
ting will improve.
At which said election the question
Mr. Pitcher is not trying to hit you
rOTI A ORAD I
He's trying his best to of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
with a ball.
get It over the pn. And you are not Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
Dealers In Groceries, Provision, Hay.
to think about yourself when you are of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Grain and Fuel.
batting.
You are up there for no Mexico, to erect and build a city
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llnew
building,
to
will
be
the
try
purpose
submitted
the
to
hit
and
than
other
and Cigars. Place your orders fee
qualified voters of said city, who are
ball.
...The...
this line with us.
If you have not this "pull away" the owners of real or personal propNORTH THIRD ST.
habit and your hitting Is still poor, erty, subject to taxation, within the
"SHORT LINE"
change your style of hitting. Maybe said City of Albuquerque, New Mexyou hold your bat too long. Shorten ico.
to the mining camps of Colorado.
THIRD
up on It a few inches, or vice versa.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Try standing a little further In front set my hand and caused to be affixed
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
Again, you the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
of the plate or behind it.
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
may be swinging too hard.
New Mexico.
the
FP.ANK McKEE,
Keep changing around till you find
All Kinds or Fresh and Beit
your most successful s:yle.
Mayor.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Attest:
DENVER & RiO GRANDE
EMIL KLIENWORT
HA
F.
BUY
LEK.
kciu:k!
Masonic Building. North ThlrA
City Clerk.
Ych, I lla-vFound it at
RAILROAD
(SEAL.)
Found what? Why that ChamberFirst publication April 3, 1907.
lain's Salve cures eczema and all
through
7.
the
fertile San Luis valmanner of Itching of the skin. I
ley; also to the San Juan country
Gentle and Effective.
have been afflicted for many years
A well
of Colorado.
known Manitoba editor
hnd to get up
with skin disease.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
three or four times every night and writes: "As an inside worker I find
NOTARY PUBUC.
For Information as to rates,
wash with cold water to ullay the chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
terrible itching, but since using this Tablets Invaluable for the touches of
train service, descriptive literature Rooms 11 and 14 Cromwell Block.
to
sedentary
life,
biliousness
l'.iOS,
Itching
natural
the
salve in iJecember,
address.
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 111.
has Rtopped and has not troubled me. their action being gentle and effective,
S. K. HOOPER,
tract and the
Elder John T. Ongley, Bootvllle, clearing the digestive
25
cents. Samples
head." Price,
Pa. For sale by all druggists.
General Pansengcr a Ticket Agent
niv ns vonr ROUGH DRV
free. All druggists.
o
Monday, and get It back VVedDeeday.
W. V.
Denver, Colo.
For Sale
Subscribe for Tlie. Evening CiUaen
Imperial Laundry Co.
Kutrelle.
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Elks' Opera House
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April 8 and 9
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Dr. King's

Nov; Biscovory

The Elk's Tooth

The Isle of Mystery

Thos. F. Keleher
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its Location
BE LEX IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
X. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
T.'IE SAXTA FE STSTEM LEADlXO EAST AND
WiJST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELAS. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDEXCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. J.AID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AXD PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAXD
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST.
IXG 1H.O00; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BEL EN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WIXERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEX IS THE LARGEST SHIP-PIX- O
POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iS THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
,.
ESTIMATED.
. .
4

.1,1...... f J
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COME

TO BELEN, M, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belco Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

A Railway

Center

LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FKF.IGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

FAST

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
MODERN HOTEL AND A
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASNEWSPAPER.
GOOD.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
OX EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
TY
ON
NOTE.
MAY REMAIN
S
CASH
YEAR.
ONE
FOR
SECURITY
MORTGAGE
WITH
ONE-THIR-

Im-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IK
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

A

BECKER,
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provement Co.
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ALBUQUERQUE

vagfe Kinnr.

conference
local
with prominent
Knights with a view to bringing about
the necessary activity Among local
people to Insure the coming of the
great gathering.
It Is said that the
Inst convention, which was held in
New Orleans, resulted In an attend
ance of nearly
n,onO people,
and
that If the gathering of 1910 could
tie brought here Its advertising value
would be beyond computation.
lUlph Hunt, of Kl Paso, Is In the
city.
N.
accompanied by Carlton
Wells.
Mr. Wells is president of the
Texas Dllullthlc company, which company Is at present engaged In paving
the streets at Kl Paso.
The body of Louis J. Groegcr. late
cashier of the First National bank of
Rock Rapids. Iowa, who died here
Sunday afternoon. w:;i tie shipped
to he old home tonight by his nurse.
Kroegcr went
Miss Ulanche J me.
to San Diego, Cal.. last winter for
return
his health.
He decided to
home last week and the trip homewards was made successfully. until
arriving here wlnn lie collapsed and
was taken from lie train and con
vex ed In the s inilaiiut''. where he
Kroegcr as 2s years old. .
died.
L. W. Guiles,
who arrived from
Las duces on Friday of last week.
says that people of the southern part
of Die territory have begun to talk
of the next territorial fair already
and that among the visitors from
Dona Ann
will be Hen Dlljoen
the celebrated Uoer general General
Dlljoen came to New Mexico on being banished from South Africa by
the F.nglish government because he
would not take the oath of allegiance
two years ago mid settled on a ranch
in Dona Ana county. He was second
in command In the Uoer army.
Judge W. C. Hoacock returned
Sunday morning from Gallup, where
he spent several days of last week
taking testimony in the Andrews-l.arra.ol- o
contest case. He says that
it was shown there that many tickets
of the citizens' ticket were sent to
outside polling places by members
of the citizens' party with Larrazolo
stickers on them after the agreement
which had been made to the effect
that all citizens' tickets would
carry " Andrews stickers.
Attorney
Hunker of I,a Vegas represented the
democrats. The testimony was taken
before United States Commissioner C.
M. Sabln.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
M

.

Mill ll IIHtWAST.

Denver. Colo. April
full' tonight ntil Tuesday;
8

1

cooler hi
must portion tonight.
TKUN AllUlVALS.
3
ii. i
Nil
First section,
second section, 12:35 n.
midnight
No. 711!
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no better thin t. make shoes satisfactory than fit.
Hie snine material as his art-Jeartistic tailor may
competitor, but the results are vry different.
flood inaterlaJ i necessary to make good shoes, bin gnni'icsx in
this case needs fit to (five It a chance to show itself.
e keep on saying it. that our
We said it before, and
Try
excel In fit any shoe made, regardless vt what thry cost.
them; they will pleas you.
There

A

Is

high-tone-

ss

u--

Wen's Shoes unci Oxford
Women's Shoes unci Oxford..
Children's Shoes nnil Oxfords

S.

0

.

$2 .25 to $1 00
1
05 to ." on

.

.

1.00 to

2.50

BRICHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

.

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

Packages, 25c and Sto per lb.
I lb. tins, 45c

Una, 85c.

b.

.tins. 11.00.

J-- lb

Capitol Coffee
I

--

bucket

lb.

premium.

with

S1.S.S.

Balk

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
b.

Something
coffee,

ZOo

unique
to 40a.

l

1

1

No.
No.

!

No.

4

'J:4r a. in
I o '2 r.
). in.
:3' a. in.
:

1

Fred Scliotlc. one ot Hie hading
nicrchiinls of Udell, spent Sunday In
the clly.
Tli..r.. will lie n rcuulur meeting of
the Woodmen's I ircle at Odd Fellows
hall tomorrow afternoon.
Mr. ami Mrs. 1,. .1. Ke.r. promi
nent nconle of Deming. were Albti- iliiennic visitors over Sunday.
will meet tumor-ro"The llnosieis
night with Sir. and Mrs. A. I
Campbell, of 3 11 West Coal avenue.
W. It. HriiAi). district freight and
passenger agent for the Santa F fit
AlbuKl l'aso. spent last night in
querque.
C. N. c'otton, a well known merchant and Indian trader at clallup.
stopped over In Albuquerque this
morning.
Here Is liny Corhiin's record In the
second name of the Steelworkers with
Uoulder: At bat, .1; hits, 3; runs, .;
assists, 0; errors, 0.
piitnuts.
Here is Curium's record in the
Steelworkers' same with the fi
rado university: At bal. 4; hits, 3;
2;
assists.
runs. 2; putouls,
errors. 0.
A law crowd was out Saturday
night to hear the American Lumber
Company band concert Riven at the
corner of ltailroad avenue and Second street.
Patrick Walsh. general baggage
agent for the Santa Fe system, with
headquarters at Topeka. was hen;
this morning Inspecting the local bag.
gage room.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Woman's Itellef corps tomorrow
afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock, at Red
Uy order of the presiMen's hall.
Sadie Uowdlch, secretary.
dent.
to
be
All Nobles are requested
present at a stated session of I la In t
Abyad Temple this evening at 7 p. m.
Uy order of the Potentate. .1. C. Fer-gerecorder.
Judge Uelger. of Kansas City, and
former mayor r West port. Mo., n suburb of Kansas City, who has been
visiting his daughter. Mrs. Wood of
this city, left for his home this
morning.
H.
Rutherford
Mr. and Mrs. H.
have returned to the city from un expart in
to
eastern
tended visit
the
the territory, Mr. Rutherford selling
Capital life Insurance policies, while
Mrs. Rutherford visited In Roswell.
George Derby, for the last eight
months night yard muster here, has
been promoted to be general
Ho left
at Lajunta, Colo.
His
for that place this morning.
successor Is a man named Settlemore.
Probate Clerk Walker Issued the
following marrluge licenses today:
John Smith, Albuquerque, age 24, to
Teresa Warner, Albuquerque, age 18:
Pierce K. UriK. Albuquerque, age 21.
to Hessie McCrea, Albuquerque, uge
w
.

O'HEARN

THE

GIVEN

T. T. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

LEADING

MEXICO'S

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
socrn second st.

TOE ARCH FRONT

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

GO.

yard-mast-

IS.

er

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
-

j,

fel

Star Furniture Co.

J

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

ram

LADIES, ATTENTION!

Plenty of other good
suits at

Mr. Joseph Morelll. direct from
New York city, has arrived here and
will hereafter be employed In my
Mr. Morelll Is an ex- tailor shop.
TAILOR MAD13
iert on LADIKS'

$10 to $16.50

Sl'lTS. Suits of any style and description made to order at reasonable prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed.
Also men's suits mad';
Cleaning, pressing and re.
to order.
pairing neatly done.
A. J. MOIIKLLI,
103 N. First St.
I NTF.lt NATIONAL
IIAKNKSS

Copyright 1007 by

Let Us Show You

Hart Sckaffher W Marx

kki:ps harm'ss clean,
soi
III, At K. SOFT AND OILFD.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

K. W. FKK,
002 S. SECOND ST.

TRUNKS

UJJE13
& mM
MM IEIENORTH
FIRST STREET

ANOTHER

115-11- 7

PLASTER

Between Railroad and Copp&r A ve. , Tel. 74

i InJardwaire RfJeirclhiants

Milk Man Wants His Pay-T- he
Dentist Got His. But

Hi

Grocer Didn't.
Did Mrs. O'Hcarn und her daugli
ters really mean to leave so many
unpaid bills, or were they merely for
getful?
This Is a question that is
being asked by the many merchant
if the city who are interested, an
are not backward about complaining,
Saturday night Constable Jame
Smith levied another attachment on
the three trunks and two boxes held
at the freight depot awaiting the re
celpt of $40, 'the amount of an at
tachment levied the night the trunks
were about to be shipped out of
town.
This latter attachment Is for
$6.50, the amount of a milk bill held
by the Matthew's dairy and when this
is paid along with the grocery bill for
$40 held by Trotter & Hawkins, It is
said that there are others who may
come forward with claims.
And the general Impression Is that
111
answer to ;the question above the
I
O'Hearns were not forgetful.
fact, they were very mindful, espe
dally that Albuquerque merchants
were not to be trilled with.
Thl
proposition has gotten to
They are
be a chestnut with them.
not In business for their heulth. Miss
Marguerite O'Heurn, who was em
ployed at the American Lumber com
pany, had her wages garnlsheed for
a dentistry bill, and these were the
last wages she drew there.

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED

1

SADDLERY

MACHINES

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING
HARNESS

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements
-

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

11

Winona Wagons

WMITMEY COMPANY
q

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

o

Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTEDthscz

s

Write

' "Jo',:W,i.'!S."ylr7.'i',r'Sr- .-'

F

c

Prices
Albuquerque.

Mexico

Palace

4V

ititritrnnti

l

Stein-Bloc-

R.R

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

AttoelMtton Offlot
TraosMotlioM

Cuaranta

ROSENFIEIO'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical in
trument that needs repairs?

h

men $10.00 to $16.50

Bring it or ship it to
Learnard & Llndemann
Largest music dealers In the south
w ho have engaged, the services of

west

H. K Spencer
repairman, formerly of the
STPwOnKR FACTORY. Chicago, III.
expert

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
Ul

$18 to $28

4V

We say to you
It is getting the little things
right in clothes that makes
them good.
Clothes.
Suits $18, $20, $22.50. $25,
$28, $30
Good strong durable suits for

West Gold

.. .$3.25

Doth Phones.

cotton
both
Lawn Mowers,
prices the lowest

J;ry.

119

Whether
At Home
Or Abroad

W. H. HAHN &CO.

I

Diamond

1 22

Tuning ant Keflntshlng

specialty.

South Second
im

W. IHJLO AVE.

AI.UUgi'KKOUK,

IH7.

Be a credit to the
town in which you
live. We'll show
you the clothes that
Hart,
will do it.
Schaffner & Marx
clothes, all wool, fit,
tailoring. Price right

Genuine American block, per
S6.50
ton
S8.R0
Cerrlllos Lump
$8.50
Anthracite Nut
$9.00
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
$9.50
sizes
$8.00
Clean Gas Coke

Just Arrived

and rubber. Hose
Grass Catchers.

If

214 West Geld Avnue
CO A L

'2SX
V" "

A new supply of Garden

I

n,

C. NIRISKN

AsrjPli

l

fi

MfeiiT

Keep busy until you
find the

bag-holdi-

w

"n!d!SX"

household Goods

The regulur monthly meeting of
the Retail Merchants' association will
be held in the otllce of the association, rooms 21 and 23, Whiting block
Tuesday evening, April 9, at 8 o'clock.
W R.R.Ave.
32
A full attendance is desired.
Major llarclay, of New York City,
connected with the law department
of the Ualtlmore & Ohio . railroad,
passed through here this morning en
route home from Long Reach, Cal
where he went last week to bring his
Savin
. I,.,
Our
mother-in-lahome, where she has
been for her health.
Line of
A base ball team, which will rep'
resent liarelas during the approachWhite
ing season, was organized last night
Refrigas follows. Dan Padillo, manager;
Salazar. captain; Perea, secretary; J.
M. Chaves, A. Chaves, A. Pina. R.
erators
Cundelari, 1. Salazar, R. Sandoval
tain Ice
and M. Haca, players.
BUI ONE LETTER
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Strong,
of
Cream
avenue,
twencelebrated
their
lirk
is the
tieth wedding anniversary on SaturIN A LIFE TIME
day afternoon by inviting In a num
most
ber of neighbors and friends and going through the ceremony again that
complete
I DUTY
ICIDKS
made them man and wife In 1887. t 1111,11. 1
MAX
in the city
W. H. Iliihn officiated In the buries
MILKS TO IIAVK SKXDKII
que
ceremony.
wedding
port
OPEN 1.KTTKH.
John Slrumqulst, the well known
'
plumber,
acquired
machinist
has
Wt
Water 1 an interest and
Water
r v r
r
in the J. I Hell Plumb
"Never got a letter In my life
lug company, and has taken charge
before; didn't know what to do
Filters
Coolers
of the mechanical department of that
with It." This was the rather
Mr. Slrumqulst was with
concern.
laconic statement of a ranch-m- n
the Standard Plumbing company for
living near Chlllli to a busitwo years, and has a thorougn know
ness man this morning. He held
ledge of the business In which he Is
an opened letter in his hand
engaged.
which had been sent him by the
K. M.
funeral
the
The
of
Urain.
4k
enterprising business man. He
Hose,
in
former Albuquerque business man
miles all
hail ridden forty-fiv- e
wiui died March 29 at Goldtteld, Nev.
Reels,
day in the saddle to have the
whose body was brought here Satur
letter opened by the sender and
day by his widow and daughter, was
Our
explained to him.
held this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
"I've lived out there on that
from Strong's undertaking parlors,
ranch since I was a child," he
with Interment In Falrvlew cemetery
said, "and nobody ever hythered
The Rev. H. A. Cooper, of the First
me and I never bothered them.
Presbyterian
church,
otliclated
This is the rtrst letter 1 ever got
THE
That serious attention is already
and 1 didn't want to take any
being given to the matter of the 4k chances with the law by open- Knights of Pythias ronventlou for
lug It." The business man told
I'.Uo. which the city of Albuquerque
a
him what was in the letter.
can have tr she wishes. It was evisaid the
"Much obliged."
througn
yester
out.
denced
"Next
the
visit
here
as
walked
he
rancher
RAILROAD AVE
day of the grand chancellor of the or
time I'll open the letter my- - 4
der for New Mexico, W. K. Dudley of
self."
Cat int no
Alarnogordo. Mr. Dudley stopped off
Dlsmoidt, Watches.
ivifervtr. w tnnt
here on his return from a visit to
yosr trad end guarantee A SQUARE Of A
Gallup, leaving later for PT1 Paso,
Women's boudoir slippers, soft kid
While here, the chancellor was in uppers,
soles, no
light, hand-turne- d
heels, light silk tassel on vamp;
dainty, light comfortable;
red or
black; price. $1.25. C. Way's Shoe
Store. 314 West ltailroad avenue.
Stetsons Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00

Plumbers

MOM.Y. APUIL

When You Want to Buy,
Sell, Rent or Exchange

I

r.

GEO. W. HICKOX

EVENING CITIZEN.

NEW W51EXICO

Home Insurance the Best
retrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of tha
surance.
tremendous amount of money that la being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for Ufa Insurance to eastern cities, the con.
vlctlon comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronised and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of bust-neWhy cannot this same record be msde here ? It can If
written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his insurance at home
he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

ss

he-fo- re

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
2Z

